16

BACK IN STOCK! ROCK ISLAND COMPACT
1911A1 .45 ACP

High Quality and Great Traditional Appearance. Beautiful GI Style Parkerized
Finish. 3.5” Bull Barrel. SPECIAL - 7
Round Magazine with Finger Rest. 1911
A1 Style Sights, long Milled Grooved
Trigger - 4 to 6 Pound Trigger Pull
Flat Steel Grooved Mainspring Housing.
All Steel Ordinance Grade 4140 Steel. ISO 9001 compliant. Comes in
hard plastic case with manual & shell casing. See our website for more
info! ......................................................................$495.95 GUN035

BACK IN STOCK! ROCK ISLAND FULL
SIZE 1911A1 .45 ACP

Beautiful GI Style Parkerized
Finish. 3.5” Bull Barrel. SPECIAL
- 7 Round Magazine with Finger
Rest. 1911 A1 Style Sights, long
Milled Grooved Trigger - 4 to 6
Pound Trigger Pull. Flat Steel
Grooved Mainspring Housing. All
Steel Ordinance Grade 4140 Steel. ISO 9001 compliant.
Comes in hard plastic case with manual & shell casing.
See our website for more info!.............$449.95 GUN037

Good Condition
9mm - 13 round magazine
Fixed sights, Single action
$349.00 GUN398

STAR BS

!!
JUST IN

Very Good Condition
9mm - 9 round magazine
Fixed sights, Single action
$299.00 GUN434

STAR MODEL SUPER B

!!
JUST IN

Good - Very Good Condition
9mm - 9 round magazine
Fixed sights
Single action
$275.00 GUN435

STAR BM

!!
JUST IN

Good - Very Good Condition
9mm - 8 round magazine
Fixed sights
Single action
$275.00 GUN441

RETURN OF THE FABULOUS
SQUARE BRIDGE MAUSER
Complete Mauser Action, fully machined & forged, large ring
European commercial actions manufactured by the famed
firearms maker DUMOULIN OF ‘BELGIUM’.

A fully forged & machined ’98 Mauser SQUARE BRIDGE Receiver
Action! Sarco was fortunate in obtainig the last of the Dumoulin ’98
Mauser actions produced in Belgium many years ago. This is the end
for us - Originally had 3,300 actions. They have been a tremendous hit!
These actions would be $600 elsewhere. A square bridge Mauser has
flat platforms machined into the receiver for the mounting of telescope
platforms. This was the height of Mauser sporting rifle prodduction
in the 1930’s. WE STRUCK A SPECIAL DEAL WITH ER SHAW
WHO WILL MAKE BARRELS FOR THIS PROJECT. HERE’S THE
DEAL: We would NOT be emarrassed to offer these actions $595.00,
but we will pass our lucky buy on to you at the fabulous price of only
$295.00 GUN567 See our website for more details!

GUN ORDERING INFORMATION

•C
 all our Ordering department, (610) 250-3960, Monday – Friday 8:30
to 5:00. All guns can only be shipped to FFL Dealers. FFL’s can be
faxed to (610)250-3962 or emailed to PCOON@SARCOINC.COM. All
firearms laws apply. Please review your local & federal laws. Please
Note: All firearms, frames & receivers should be checked or assemble
by a competent gunsmith before firing. Include daytime phone number
with your order.
• Guns can be ordered via credit card (Visa or MasterCard only), check,
or money order • Sorry we do not do COD’s.
A Note On Shipping Costs: (approximate)
Rifles: One rifle averages $15.00 to $20.00 + insurance
3 rifles average $22.00 to $35.00 + insurance
Pistols: via USPS - 1 pistol averages $20.00 to $25.00 + insurance
via USPS - 3 pistols averages $35.00 + insurance
via UPS - 1 pistol averages $25.00 to $50.00 + insurance
via UPS - 3 pistols average $70.00 to $80.00 + insurance
Pistols to California (UPS only) about $55.00 to $60.00 + insurance
Hawaii & Alaska - via USPS - Pistols $25.00 - via UPS Red - $90.00
UPS Rifles - 1 rifle $45.00 to $50.00, 3 rifles $90.00 - $95.00

WE RECEIVED 364 IN OCTOBER...

ONLY 194 REMAIN !
NO MORE IN SIGHT

AT THE MOMENT !

HURRY AND ORDER YOURS NOW !

PARA ORDNANCE FRAMES

GUN821
.............. $99.95
Para, Warthog
- Compact size
double stack,
series 80, aluminum frame, dark
anodized
finish GUN822
........................$119.95
Para, LDA Carry Compact size, LDA action, checkered front
strap, PVD finish

JUST
IN !!

BACK IN STOCK!

ARCUS KA-MKIII
"HI POWER CLONE"

!!
JUST IN

1911 FRAMES

ROCK ISLAND TACT II 1911A1 .45 ACP

High Quality and Great Traditional Appearance.
Beautiful GI Style Parkerized Finish. SPECIAL - 8
Round Magazine with Finger Rest. Combat Sights.
Beavertail Grip Safety. Skeletonized Trigger and
Hammer (Target Grade) - 4 to 6 Pound Trigger Pull.
Ambidextrous Thumb Safety. Flat Steel Grooved
Mainspring Housing. All Steel Ordinan merry christmas long ce Grade. ISO 9001 compliant. Comes in hard plastic case with manual & shell casing. See our website for more
info!.................................................................................................$495.95 GUN276

CETME PTR91
G3 .308
RECEIVER

This US MADE
receiver will work
on your G3, HK91,
PTR91 and CETME
builds. See our
website for more
details $195.00
GUN445
Back In Stock !!
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WOULD YOU BELIEVE…
ORIGINAL G.I. U.S. KRAG
RECEIVERS!

JUST IN !!

FEG HI POWER

$425.00
GUN847

$399.00
GUN848

Fair - Good Condition
9mm - 13 round magazine
Standard fixed sights
Single action

Original 1898 Krag receiver from old,
old, old government auction. Very
good condition. ONE MONTH SUPER
SALE! $19.95 $49.95, 3/$49.95
$139.95, 10/ $139.95 $299.95
GUN549

Good - Very Good Condition
9mm - 13 round magazine
Standard fixed sights
Single action

PTR-100 .308 RIFLE

COMMERCIAL P1 PISTOL 9MM
8 round magazine $799.00 GUN845
COMMERCIAL P1
PISTOL 9MM WITH
WALTHER P38 HARD
SHELL HOLSTER
8 round magazine

TODAY’S PRODUCTION OF THE UBIQUITOUS G3 RIFLE

GI Rifle with green furniture, parkerized metal steel lower, 18" barrel
with threaded end for accessories using a 5/8x24 threaded. Accepts G3 sniper scope claw
mount. Comes with 20 rd. magazine and sling. Classic roller delayed blowback semi- automatic system in .308 (7.62x51mm)........................................................ $929.00 GUN127

GOOD OLE DAYS #5 ORIGINAL CHINESE SKS BARRELED RECEIVERS

!!
JUST IN

$810.00
GUN846

FABULOUS ‘PARA ORDNANCE’
CARRY PROJECT KIT

Plunger Lever Size 2
Drawbar
Trigger
Trigger Pin
Trigger Return Spring
Hammer Return
Spring

Bought from Brickless
Trading 20 years ago – been
sleeping for years. Good
condition. Build your own
Chinese SKS. Buy the whole assembly for the price of a barrel!
............................................................................. $89.95, 3 for $254.95 GUN531

WOW!!! BREN L4 SEMI AUTO…. IN STOCK NOW,
BUT NOT FOR LONG… GOTTA ACT
QUICKLY!
Sarco has the Bren .308 Semi Auto!
Only 1 piece left… always scarce and
hard to obtain, we have had these
assembled by ‘Historic Arms’, and
installed with a brand new .308 barrel.
Comes with 1 magazine and sling.

Great Platform for your ‘Carry
Pistol’ build. Included in this kit
are the following: Para Ordnance
LDA ‘Carry’ Frame, Para Ordnance
‘Carry’ .45 caliber Slide with black
finish which handles a 3” barrel.
Smaller parts included per this
listing: Easily a RETAIL VALUE of
$424.00 !
Sarco’s Special Price
$249.00 !!!! GUN844
Hammer pin
Hammer Strut
Cocking Cam Pin
Plunger Lever Size 0
Thumb Safety
Sear Sear Spring
Plunger Lever Size 1

JUST IN !!

MAUSER WERKE MOD 80

WOW!!!

$7,995.00 $7,000.00
GUN781

NEAT ENFIELD PROJECT!!

Safety Lock Lever
Grip Safety Lever
Drawbar Platform
Spring
Drawbar Platform
Hammer Pin Bushing

Pennsylvania residence please add 6% sales tax
All charges are charged at actual cost of shipping & handling. Above information is
for your reference and reasonably accurate. For orders with check or money orders,
include sufficient shipping - low range is East Coast and high range is West Coast. All
guns can only be shipped to FFL Dealers or C&R Collectors for C&R guns. All firearm
laws apply. Please review your local & federal laws. Massachusetts no pistol or pistol
frame sales. California Pistol must be on approved list.
In accordance with California state law, pistols can no longer be shipped to California
by means of the US Postal Service. All pistols will need to go UPS Overnight or Overnight Saver.
Due to US Postal Service regulations, pistols, revolvers, and other firearms capable
of being concealed on the person are NOT PERMITTED to be mailed unless they are
mailed to a manufacturer or dealer. C&R license holders are not dealers and therefore
cannot receive these firearms through the US Postal Service. C&R license holders that
wish to purchase pistols, revolvers, and other firearms capable of being concealed on
the person will have to have them shipped via UPS Overnight. PLEASE NOTE THAT
SHIPPING CHARGES ARE NOT REFUNDABLE IF YOU ARE NOT SATISFIED WITH YOUR
PURCHASE. Please Note: Prices in our ads are those for shipments to FFL dealers
– You may have your choice shipped to your dealer. Some may vary from prices in our
showroom due to additional over head and processing costs.

Enfield #1 MK3 in .308 (7.62x51 Nato).
Build your own collectors gun!! These
are designated the Enfield 2A in this
caliber. Building the 2A assures you
of a caliber with cheaper ammunition costs over the standard .303 Enfield. We’re selling ‘em
cheap enough so you can build a collector’s gun as you hunt for the parts. Only $69.95 each
GUN739 (that’s half the value of a barrel!) * Always have a gunsmith check your work on any
firearm project.

ORIGINAL 98 MAUSER, GERMAN MANUFACTURED ACTION FROM
THE 1920’S/30’S

Once again available – we haven’t sold these for years now. Original European
made actions by Great Firms as DWM, Mauser, etc Built at the height of
Mauser production in the 1920’s & 30’s. Actions are with all milled parts –
May have minor pitting. Less than 100 left!! While they last........................ $169.95 GUN004
Please note: These wonderful ’98 Mauser actions are sometimes 100 years old and show signs
of usage – you are not getting a “new commercial” action.

WALTHER PP

Very Good+ Condition................................ $629.00 GUN837
Very good+ condtion, 7.65 cal / .32ACP, Fixed sights, Black
plastic grips, 3.9" barrel, 6.7" overall, 8 round mag

ALSO AVAILABLE -

WALTHER PP

Fair + condition is also available.
50-70% finish............................................ $549.00 GUN838

!!
JUST IN

JUST IN!!

JUST IN!!

PRISONER OF WAR MEDAL

JUST IN!! Born out of the need
for a multiple use Rifle Grenade
that would fit numerous Rifles
found in Africa during the 60s,
70s, 80s. Mauser 98, FN-49,
Enfield #4, Garands, Carbines,
M14, M16 and various other
Rifles, all had ‘clip on’ style Grenade Launchers that shared the
same style launching shaft. Sold
‘Inert’ and strictly as a ‘display
piece’. Shaft & fins are steel and
head is of a two-piece machined
aluminum construction. Overall
length @12.25 inches / weight
29.3 oz. While they last!!!
....................... $49.95 AM196

DON'T TREAD ON ME FLAG
Cotton 3’x 5’ flag with
loop on top and cord
on the bottom. Vibrant
message gets the point
across!
........................................ $18.00 FLAG14

The Prisoner of
War Medal was
designed to
permit engraving of the recipient's name.
Should you
desire to have
the recipient's
name engraved
on the reverse
side, you may do so at
your expense. Neither
Sarco nor the Government
engraves service medals
...............$9.95 MISC131

Original
J
Savage 1907, UST
IN
.32 caliber pistol
!!
slide and Bolt/breech
plug sets in very good condition. These are getting very difficult to
find and we were fortunate to obtain a
handful of sets recently. The slide has
the front sight installed and although
the parts are ready for installation, they
could use refinishing as much of the
original 100+ year old finish is rubbed
off. This is the gun that competed hard
against the Model 1911 and almost won
the 1906/1911 trials! While they last !!!
..................................$95.00 MISC668

JUST IN!!

Sarco has created a full size replica of the venerable M79 Grenade Launcher made famous in Vietnam and beyond. Combining newly made metal parts coupled with original
USGI Stock furniture and accessories, this non firing display piece is like having the
real thing! The Rear Sight flips up and locks, safety locks the trigger, and the Barrel
Latch swings to allow the barrel to open. The M79 comes with Sling (color may vary),
small arms M79 Pouch, and Combo Tool. Wood Stocks have been taken from original
Vietnam era M79s that we had to deactivate in earlier decades and fortunately the rubber butt pads are in excellent condition. To comply with regulations, the front muzzle
tip has a colored ring on the outside. Very Limited Production. Only about 3 dozen
remain!................................................................................................ $385.00 REP42

TRADITIONAL ‘DON’T TREAD ON ME’ CAPS
Take a Stand & Send a Message as Familiar as
Our Country’s Founding

One size fits just about all…. These caps are comfortable, adjustable,
and embroidered with the famous ‘Gadsden’ coiled snake motif of
the Revolutionary War era. Originally designed emblem of 1775, was
used by Continental Marines and American Patriots through the
remainder of the War and beyond. A reminder to those who would
‘control’…. & that ‘over reach ’or aggression by those in power, will
not be tolerated. Perfect gift for the Rebel in your life! Available in 3
colors: ......................................................................$14.95 each
HAT12-YELL Yellow, Don’t Tread on Me Hat
HAT12-BLK Black, Don’t Tread on Me Hat
HAT12-MAR Maroon, Don’t Tread on Me Hat

MITCHELL ARMS .22 CALIBER PARTS AVAILABLE
Sarco has parts for the following
‘Mitchell Arms’ .22 cal rifles – Please check our website for details:
M16A1/22 AK47/2
GALIL .22

SWEDISH K NIGHT SIGHT SET
IN LEATHER POUCH buJruiest found

d in th
e
wareh
ouse!

Night sights themselves are in
great condition
but they have
lost their glow. A
touch of new glow-inthe-dark paint should work. Leather
pouches show wear and may need a
little TLC but snaps are good
........................... $49.95 SWK037
BROWNING .32 PISTOL FIRING PIN

MINI CLASSIC 14TH CENTURY KNIGHT HELMETS
Only 4" to 5" high and hand forged from steel sheets with
fully articulated construction. Mini Maximilian Helmet
HLM007 Mini Maximilian Helmet
HLM006 Mini Pig Face Helmet
Regulary $9.95 each

SAVAGE 1907 SLIDE & BREECH
PLUG SET

CLOSE OUT !! $6.95 ea,
2 for $11.95 (mix or match)

MILITARY STYLE CANVAS BELT W/ ANTIQUED BRASS BUCKLE

Web belt used by the military and perfect for
casual wear! Buckle has sliding lock and overall
length is 54" which allows you to cut it back to
the actual size you need. We provide an extra
brass ‘lip’ to place on the ‘belt end’ once you cut
it back to the size you need. Buckle is fashionably antiqued brass color. Your choice of belt
color is Khaki or Olive Drab...................................... $8.95 MISC869

NOW'S THE TIME!! BE THE FIRST
TO KNOW ABOUT OUR DEALS !!!

Join Our EMAIL BLAST List Today By Texting SARCO to 22828 And Receive
A SPECIAL DISCOUNT ! By doing so, you’ll get our latest email blast offers,
sale items and notifications of new goodies coming in! AND… after you sign
up, receive a FREE deck of authentic Cold War, Unissued & Illustrated AIRCRAFT CARDS! Just add them to your cart using part number MISC168 and
enter source code EMAILBLAST at check out to receive them for FREE.
What are you waiting for?? Get On The List!!

(Works with FN, MAB, COLT too!) Firing Pin
for the Browning .32 pistol, and also a perfect
replacement for the FN 1910 and FN1922 .32
auto pistols, MAB D&C .32 auto pistol models,
and the COLT 1908 .25 auto pistol! We have not
had these in ages so get them while you can!
.............................................$14.95 MISC477

OFFICIAL ROYAL MALAYSIAN
POLICE ISSUE MULTI TOOL

50 Hilton Street, Easton PA
18042 610.250.3960
Fax: 610.438.2548
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ALMOST SOLD OU
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AK47 .22LR CONVERSION KIT

Change your 7.62x39 AK47 into a .22 cal. LR shooter. Kit includes four major component parts and
a full size AK 25 rd. magazine which has an insert for .22 cal. ammo installed so the gun will still
present itself as a standard AK47! Reg. $269.95.......................................... Sale! $249.95 AK066
Extra 25rd .22 magazines – Only a few left! Get yours now!! Reg. $29.95.....Deal at $24.95 RM91

ORIGINAL REMINGTON STOCKS AND FORENDS
Many years ago we bought a truckload of original
Remington stocks & forends at a Remington auction. They have been sleeping ever since in our
warehouses. So here’s the first part of our extensive collection of stocks. We are offering all at a
good 20% or more under current market price, all
original new Remington stocks (no knock offs!)
STK396 –
		
STK397 –
		
		
STK405 –
		
STK402 –
		
STK403 –
		
STK413 –
		
STK415 –
		
		
		
STK416 –
		
STK426 –
		
STK433 –
		
STK434 –
		
STK435 –
		
STK439 –
		
STK348 –
		
STK443 –
		
		
STK444 –
		
		
STK379 –
		
STK446 –
		
STK445 –
		
		
STK005 –
		
STK417 –
		
		

Remington 870 Satin finish buttstock w/
checkering 12 ga.......................$39.95
Remington 1187 Satin ‘Monte Carlo’
Express buttstock w/ recoil pad 12 ga.
.................................................$94.95
Remington 1100 buttstock w/ buttplate,
unstained 20 ga........................$65.00
Remington 1100 gloss checkered forend
12 ga.........................................$45.00
Remington 1100 Satin checkered forend
28 ga.........................................$45.00
Remington 788 Stock w/ satin finish
and buttplate............................$79.95
Remington 1100 buttstock ‘Youth’ model
w/ fleur de lis pattern checkering, and
buttplate. Pistol grip cap with ivory
diamond 20 ga..........................$59.95
Remington 1148 Forend, smooth finish,
28 ga.........................................$39.95
Remington Model 870 Wingmaster 410
Stock Set................................ $130.00
Remington 1187 16 Gauge Checkered
Stock........................................$84.95
Remington 1100 20 Gauge Satin 11L
Stock........................................$74.95
Remington 1100 20 Gauge Partial
Buttplate Stock.........................$74.95
Remington 870 Fancy Wood Stock
.............................................. $149.95
Remington 40X stock Short Channel
.................................................$95.00
Remington 870L 20 Gauge Buttstock
fleur-de-lis checkering Rubber Butt Pad
.................................................$75.00
Remington 1100 20 Gauge Buttstock
fleur-de-lis checkering partial buttplate
.................................................$75.00
Remington 40X Series Rifle Stock
.............................................. $125.00
Remington 552 Stock Set
.............................................. $125.00
Remington 1100 20 Gauge Forend
fleur-de-lis checkering Satin
.................................................$45.00
Remington 870 Buttstock, Walnut
Original.....................................$49.95
Remington 870 Express Trap Buttstock,
Satin with Pad, Floral Checkering
.................................................$95.00

FRONT SIGHT
ADJUSTMENT TOOL

For Romanian Model 1969
$19.95 TOOL054

Features a Tanto
blade 2-5/16" long &
gutting/belt cutter

Never offered on the ‘World Market’,
this rugged multi tool was designed
for the Malaysian Police and is both
serialized and embossed with the
Royal Malaysian Police Emblem. At
MADE BY
5-3/4" overall length and weighing
8.3 oz., this tool sports Pliers w/cutter, 5 devices with the handle: ‘Tanto’
blade Knife, Scalloped Knife, Cutting Hook for para shoot
cord & also for seat belts, File, & Saw. Additionally, at
base of handle is a magnetized hexagonal socket for
Call for
use with the included 6 pack of drivers: 2 flat head, 2 quantity
Phillips head, Window breaking tip, & Square drive.
pricing
Measurements can be made using the back edge of
one handle marked in both inch & metric units. Each
knife has a serial number, and if you order multiple knives, we can
offer you sequential numbering. Extremely limited!
#TOOL059 SALE!............................................................... $49.95 $69.95 each

UTICA

US
Made

STK396

STK397

STK405
STK402
STK403
STK413
STK415
STK416
STK426

STK433
STK434
STK435

STK439
STK348
STK443
STK444
STK379
STK446
STK445
STK005

STK417

DUKE OF BURGUNDY
ARMOR SUIT

Full sized, steel
set of Medieval
Armor standing
over 80" tall
on wood base.
Nicely crafted for
authenticity with
brass plates with
etchings on the
chest, inner arm
joints, gauntlet
cuffs, and knees.
Helmet has articulated moving
visor and waist
has a red inner
skirt. Beautifully
made and a terrific value! Metal
armature is
simple and quick
to assemble. Perfect for your ‘Man
Cave’! This Duke even comes with a
SWORD !!......... $750.00 MISC137
*This item has a $90 shipping fee

NOW'S THE TIME!! BE THE FIRST TO KNOW
ABOUT OUR DEALS! Join Our EMAIL BLAST List
Today Calling us, Emailing us, or by Texting The
Word "SARCO" to # 22828

$45.00/100rds AM195.

This ammo is only available with purchase
of a firearm that takes 9x23.
Not for sale by itself.

A NOTE ON SARCO GOODS

Many of Sarco’s prices are below market price. Some toot that this
means Sarco sells lower quality... N o t T r u e. Sarco shops the
world and the U.S. for deals and because of our buying power & 55
years of presence in the market, we are able to acquire good deals
and pass the savings on to you. For example, we have over 20 vendors we buy AR parts from and are always shopping for the best
price and quality.

Large
size, new.
See our
website
for more
details........ $15.00 MISC893

WELD ON BOLT HANDLES

New from the factory (would you believe
"found in the warehouse?")..................... $4.95 MISC175
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RPG-75 SHOULDER FIRED ROCKET LAUNCHER FRONT SIGHT POST FOR
BARREL PROJECTS
(INERT)
Brand new Arm-

9X23 LARGO CORROSIVE
AMMUNITION

NORWEGIAN ARMY M98
CAMOUFLAGE COMBAT
GLOVES

Phones Open:
Mon - Fri,
8:30am – 5:00pm
Showroom Open:
Monday - Saturday,
10:00am – 5:00pm,
Friday til 7:00pm

MP40
MAG
LOADER
$23.95
MP4004

Watch the news and you will
probably see the RPG75 being
used in combat by both sides
in the Syrian conflict! This 2
foot long inert training RPG-75, opens and extends to 35" long, when ready for fire.
Very similar to the U.S. M72 LAW Rocket Launcher, this Czech made rocket launcher
weighs 7 lbs., and comes with shoulder strap and flip up sights. This is the same RPG
you will see in many hot spots around the world, especially in various Bush Wars in
Africa, by SWAPO units in Angola, and the Near East..........................$199.95 RL010

‘BALKANS’ MP40 SUBMACHINE GUN POUCH

A staple of SMG gunners in the bitter Yugoslavian campaigns against
the Germans, Italians, Axis Croats
etc. .. and a common piece of gear for
Chetniks & Tito’s Partisans. This pouch
found use with magazines for German MP40, Beretta SMG, Sten, Orita
M41 SMGs etc. Used, leather in VG
condition with shoulder strap. Holds 4
mags. Original!....................................... $19.95 MISC960

USGI CANVAS M14/M16 MAGAZINE
POUCH SET

Used with the M14
and M16 Rifles during
the Vietnam War.
Complete, but will
have some fading distinctive of its rugged
use by soldiers. Pair
of M14/M16 Canvas
Pouches................................ $25.00 MISC926

SPANISH CETME MODEL
(C) RIFLE PARTS SET

scor front sight
post beautifully
made from aircraft aluminum.
Overall length 3", barrel hole I.D.
.495", with post drilled for front sight
post. Perfect for customizing your
barrel or gun project.
.............................. $9.95 MISC319

Note About Shipping:

Sarco deals with a lot of material that is very difficult to find
and much of the original wartime material undergoes refinishing, manipulation, and repair as needed. With this in mind, we
are not Amazon… While our aspiration is to ship your order
quickly, some items may take a little more time to prepare so
please be patient! Most orders go out quickly.

Manufacturers…Sarco has contracted thousands
of reproduction line items in metal, wood, leather
& canvas products from different vendors. We
would be pleased to hear from new Manufacturing vendors who can offer their services. Contact
Mark or Dave. Email at mdotten@sarcoinc.com
or mgdave@sarcoinc.com

M1 GUNNERS QUADRANT - CLINOMETER

These brass clinometers are a “neat” addition
to your machine gun ensemble. Has a fine
tune micrometer adjustments and a leveling
function with a bubble used for measuring
the elevation and depression angles of fire for
machine guns and artillery. Graduations are
from 800 to 1600 mills. Good to VG condition.
These are painted over the brass, but they shine up fabulously
...................................................................$75.00 MCAN023

BETSY ROSS FLAG
Well made,
heavy duty
cotton
layered with
13
embroidered
Stars
$34.95 FLAG56

(High quality….Not cheap nylon or poly!)

.308

BEST
PRICE EVER !!
Collaboration between German engineers and Franco’s Spanish
designers drove Spain to adopt the (C) version of the CETME
rifle in 1974. Regarded as the lightweight option, the C rifle
was adopted by the Spanish Army, Navy, and Air Force and
chambered for the .308 Nato round. The German G-3 and the
CETME are close cousins and share many of the same parts.
In fact, 25 parts from the CETME and G-3 / HK91, are interchangeable with one another. Another 3 parts from the Trigger pack are also
interchangeable as long as they are used as a set. The quality of the parts in this kit are remarkably excellent and
outer parts are present with most of their original Parkerizing!
Our parts set includes all parts shown in the pictured parts breakdown above including the trunion and other necessary receiver parts for your semi auto build. We have barrels & 20rd magazines available separately. Additionally we
will have receivers available very soon. The kit’s real visual strength is the wooden stock and forend which accentuate
the rifle’s appearance and makes it look sporty and more appealing than the plastic furniture of the G-3. These kits are
outstanding and we have not had this kind of quality in bulk kits since we had our Argentine FAL kits!
STANDARD CETME “C” KIT..............................................................................................................$119.95 CET016
20 ROUND CETME MAGAZINE.............................................................................................................. $8.95 CET008
FRONT SIGHT ADJUSTING TOOL. High grade steel that won't break........................$6.95, 3 for $17.95 TOOL024
CETME ‘C’ BARRELS!
Cetme C Barrel .308 NATO, New (with purchase of kit).........................................................................$139.95 CET017
Cetme C Barrel .308 NATO, New (w/o purchase of kit)..........................................................................$150.00 CET019

BRITISH MARTINI HENRY
P-1882 BANDOLIER

For 577/.455 Ammunition. Designed
in the late 1800s, this bandolier handles 50 of the Martini .455 cartridges
in the classical British style.
BLACK.............. $45.00 MISC334-BLK
(Very limited stock in this color)
BROWN........... $45.00 MISC334-BRN

ROSS RIFLE STRIKER PROTRUSION
GAUGE
ORIGINAL

Dark recesses of
our warehouse
in NJ gave up
these original tools used for the famous Victorian
era military Ross Rifle. A rare gem of a tool and
perfect as a companion to your highly prized Ross
Rifle. Tools are over a hundred years old and have
a slight aged patina and minor wear marks, but
serviceable. Very Limited
................................................$19.95 TOOL060

U.S. WWII PARATROOPER SIGNAL
CRICKET
Brass metal clapper.
Puts out a distinctive
clicking sound so that
allied troops could communicate to ”friendlies”.
U.S. embossed
............ $7.50 MISC284

WINCHESTER 70 RIGHT HAND SHORT ACTION STOCK / SYNTHETIC
New condition black synthetic stock with buttpad and swivel posts installed. Overall length
29-3/4 inches. For Post 1964 models. Great
Price! SALE!.$29.95 $49.95 STK427

WAITING ON A NEW SHIPMENT OF BARRELS
- PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW TO GUARANTEE YOU GET ONE WITH YOUR KIT!

BREN .308 L4A3
PARTS SET
GETTING LOW !!!
NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY THIS !!!!

No sales to WA.

w/
Magazine,
Demil
Rec.,

After over 50 years of searching for these on the international market, we’ve finally obtained the classic
.308 Bren as used from the 1950s through the 1990s! Last major use was in the Falklands War, but they are
still blasting away in the Congo, Sudan, and other hot spots. Predecessor
to the MAG-58, the Bren .308 LMGs evolved in many versions, whether
converted from existing Bren models or made completely new, these guns
were a formidable improvement on the .303 models. Stalwart enough for
use in the Falkland operation where British 2 Para, employed them along
side the MAG-58. The magazines were ideally made to interchange with
the the L1A1 service rifle of the time. Sarco has obtained the Model L4A3
Bren Light Machine Gun and had the receivers cut to BATF specifications.
All parts except barrel are included with the kit including the 4 pieces of
Demil. Rec., and we include 1 – 30 rd. .308 magazine! The quality of the
kit is generally in very good condition. This would make a fabulous ‘semi’ build, or display gun. Get one while you can
because they are quite limited! L4A3 Kit with barrel.............................................................................$695.00 BREN134
L4A3 Kit without barrel.......................................................................................................................$595.00 BREN122

SEE OUR WEBSITE FOR ALL OUR BREN ACCESSORIES

JUST IN !! MULTIPLE SCENARIO TARGET PACK FOR
SELF DEFENSE
TRAINING
Handy pack of
disciplinary targets
for honing your
marksmanship
skills and self
defense preparedness. Used by
many law enforcement and defense
contractor agencies
..................................................................$21.00 MISC928

Pack contains 28 targets, made up of the following:
• 10 B-29 Silhouette scoring targets ( 22"x 11.5" )
• 2 Large Silhouette Scoring Targets ( 45"x 35" )
• 6 Aggressor Character targets – shown Targets may differ from those in your pack as
we draw from about 20 different characters.
• 10 Medium Silhouette scoring target ( 23.5 x 21 ) (white on black background)
• 28 Piece Pack of Targets, Paper, New.

THOMPSON VERTICAL GRIPS (3 STYLES)
JUST IN !! GET YOURS NOW BEFORE THEY'RE GONE!

A. Standard 1928 Vertical Wood Grip with Screw – has ½" standard resting bar slot,
ridged shoulder on top with beautifully smoothed grip surface.
Comes with screw......................................................................$24.95 TMP194
B. 1928 Ultra Smooth Grip with smooth finish from top to bottom. Sleekest
contours of the Vertical grips. ½" standard resting bar slot. Comes with screw
................................................................................................ $24.95 TMP194B
C. 1928 type vertical grip for the Commercial guns with a ¾ inch resting bar (non-military). A great
replacement because it has much more rounded and ....smooth contours than the grip it replaces on
commercial guns.Comes with screw...................................................................... $29.95 TMP194C

!! NEW UZI BARRELS !!

Brand new production – These are
10" 9mm full auto barrels, in-thewhite. Perfect if you bought an Uzi
kit without a barrel! Others get
$100.00 to $125.00. Get ‘em now
with Sarco’s special price!
.............................$84.95 UZI142

WW2 U.S. MAGAZINE SHOULDER
BAG FOR SMGS

U.S. THOMPSON 5-CELL POUCH
FOR 30RD. MAGAZINES

CALTROPS

Designed to hold 5 - 30rd.
Thompson magazines.
Belt loop on back with
USMC markings. Out of
stock for a long time….
Just in again!
........$24.95 TMP185

ABOUT HIGH
CAPACITY MAGAZINES:

Although we try to stay abreast of current
State gun laws, it is a herculean task with
over 20,000 laws on the books. By ordering,
you are stating that you are complying with
your Local & State laws. Most States allow
large capacity magazines. Some do not. If you
are unsure on this issue, contact your Local
or State law enforcement to confirm what is
allowed. This is a partial list of States with
some hi-capacity restrictions: NJ, NY, MA,
MD, HI, KS, CO, CT, IL and various county
laws therein including Chicago, D.C. CA residents - check your laws as they are changing.

Note About Shipping:

Sarco deals with a lot of material that is very
difficult to find and much of the original wartime material undergoes refinishing, manipulation, and repair as needed. With this in mind,
we are not Amazon… While our aspiration is to
ship your order quickly, some items may take a
little more time to prepare so please be patient!
Most orders go out quickly.
Visa and MasterCard accepted. Sorry no COD's.

PHONE ORDERS – Call (610) 250-3960
Phones opened M-F 8:30am-5pm EST. If
possible, please have the part #’s of each item
ready for our order takers. If you have any
technical questions, they will connect you to
the most appropriate department.
ONLINE ORDERS –
Go to www.E-sarcoinc.com
Its fast, secure & convenient!
EMAIL ORDERS – info@sarcoinc.com
Include your name, full address (indicate if its
commercial or residential) and contact info.
Include part #’s of items and what ad you
saw them in.
FAX ORDERS

610-438-2548 (order department)
610-250-3961 (showroom)
610-250-3962 (gunroom - fax all FFLs here)
MAIL ORDERS – Sarco, Inc. 50 Hilton St,
Easton PA 18042
When writing your check, please include
$9.50 for shipping, ($12.50 for rifle stocks &
barrels). Actual shipping cost is determined
by the weight of the package. You will be
contacted if amount included is insufficient
or a refund is due. There is a $25.00 fee for
all returned checks.

U.S. 5 CELL THOMPSON POUCH
FOR 20 RD.
Magazines Standard WW2 style
pouch to hold 5
-20 rd. magazines
........................... $14.95 TMP192

THOMPSON 3
POCKET MAG
POUCH

........$12.95 TMP184G

M1/M1A1 OR 1928 THOMPSON
OVERALL CANVAS GUN COVER
Will fit on
most M1/
M1A1
or 1928 full auto
machine guns with
horizontal foregrip.... $34.95 TMP188

CUSTOMER SERVICE:
info@sarcoinc.com
PARTS QUESTIONS:
parts@sarcoinc.com,
MACHINE GUN QUESTIONS:
mgdave@sarcoinc.com

SHIPPING

ALL ORDERS WILL BE RECEIVED, PROCESSED
AND SHIPPED OUT OF OUR PENNSYLVANIA
LOCATION.
MINIMUM SHIPPING AND HANDLING CHARGES
START AT: $9.50. Rifle Stocks and Barrels….
$12.50
Call for larger items on prepaid orders
* NJ residents please add 6.625% sales tax. Not all
items available to NJ residents.
* PA residence please add 6% sales tax
All orders to Alaska and Hawaii shipped via US
Mail, unless customer specifically requests Blue
or Red Label UPS (not available for online orders).
Employees not authorized to modify prices or
conditions stated in this advertisement. **Most
orders ship within 7-14 days**
About 75% of our inventory is listed on our website so
if you dont see something, inquire!

• Over 95% of our inventory is listed in the Firearms
News. We have to move items to our website to make
room for new stuff. So if you don’t see something,
check www.e-sarcoinc.com or call us.
• We are forever adding pictures to our website, but
we have a lot of stuff and it takes time. If you dont see
a picture of something you need, email us. We’ll add it
See our page 29 for FIREARMS Ordering Info to the website and reply back with the link!

Steel Caltrops are
small 4 pointed
objects that always
land with one point
facing at 90 degrees and thus act as a
deterrent to anything stepping where
they are placed. There are many small
cheap imitations on the market, but ours
are solid steel and rise over 2-1/2 inches
which was ideal for the variety of missions they were designed for in the 20th
century. These are sold as display pieces/
collector items only........ $4.00 MISC635
Sorry, no sales to CA, NY, IL or TX
- Please check your local laws before ordering.

THOMPSON WWII GUN BAG

Govt Part #D50268 - Early WWII
case held the gun without the magazine. Heavy ‘duck’ canvas with durable brass zipper just like the original
............................. $30.00 TMP191

50 Hilton Street,
Easton PA 18042
610.250.3960
Fax: 610.438.2548

UZI PARTS AND ACCESSORIES

You better grab a few of these when you are ordering your parts set!
The prices listed here are especially reduced for buyers of our UZI
parts sets only!
1. Canvas magazine pouch, VG (holds six 32rd UZI mags)
..........................................................................$8.95ea,
4 for.......................................................... $29.95 UZI136
2. Sight adjusting tool, Type A.......................... $9.95 UZI086
3. Cleaning rod................................................ $8.00 CLN109
4. Muzzle cover................................................$2.95 MSR428

UZI SMG

See our
website for
complete
list of Uzi
parts!!

These are full auto only — Not for
sale in Washington State

As used on the WLA Harley, WW2 Jeeps, and other vehicles to hold the M1, M1A1, and 1928 Thompson SMGs.
New Mfr. with heavy professionally tanned & stitched
leather. This same scabbard goes for much more elsewhere!.................................................... $59.95 TMP193

WW2 THOMPSON SMG LEATHER GUN SCABBARD

www.sarcoinc.com

Set of 5 posters
made famous
during a time of
great suffering
in Russia. Each
poster is 22" x
14", on heavy
stock, in full
color.
$39.95 MISC292

Excellent utility bag for
holding spare ammo
clips as used by our
soldiers in WW2 and
Korea. Comes with
strap and markings. Also perfect
for holding 125
rds. of .308 or
.30-06 belted ammo!!
..................................$22.95 MISC667

See our website for the 1928 THOMPSON COMPLETE WOOD STOCK SETS
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RUSSIAN WWII
PATRIOTIC
POSTER SET

PACKAGE DEAL – One of each of #1 to 4 above items.
Value $29.95 - Special!............................. $21.50 UZI143
Bolt, complete brand new orig.................$130.00 UZI011
Bolt, stripped brand new orig............. $65.00 ea. UZI009
Buttstock, Original New stripped (wood only)
................................................................. $19.95 UZI083
8. Folding Stock........................................... $29.95 UZI016
9. Pistol grip set w/screws - good condition
.................................................................$12.00 GRP149
10. Khaki canvas pouch holds 4 - 25rd.............. $4.00 UZI101
11. Receiver Parts Set.......................................$59.95 UZI109
12. Uzi Search Light (flashlight) Israeli Military Surpus.
SALE!..................................... $54.95 $125.00 UZI126
5.
6.
7.

PARTS FOR THOMPSON SMG

Please Note: Parts are listed for the 1928
& M1/M1A1 separate. Parts w/o prefix are
common to both guns
TMP082
TMP085
TMP084
TMP194
TMP017
TMP056
TMP026
TMP169
TMP170
TMP086
TMP062
TMP156
TMP008
TMP124
TMP128
TMP011
TMP012
TMP020
TMP021
TMP023
TMP025
TMP014
TMP047
OIL028
GRP148
TMP172
TMP052
TMP034
TMP060
TMP179

1921 / 1928 Bolt, stripped... $85.00
1921/1928 Plunger rear sight
................................................$9.95
1921/1928 Screw rear sight
adjusting.............................. $29.95
1921/1928 Vertical foregrip w/screw
............................................. $24.95
1928 actuator orig............. $200.00
few only
1928 Bolt new in the wrap (stripped)
............................................. $69.95
1928 Bronze lock.................. $40.00
1928 Buffer Disc (original).... $12.00
1928 Buffer Pilot (original).... $35.00
1928 Buttplate trap spring.......$5.00
1928 Buttstock (stripped) new
............................................. $24.95
1928 Compensator Pin, Original
new...................................... $14.95
1928 Ejector............................$8.50
1928 Felt oiler, current production
............................................. $20.00
1928 Felt oiler, original......... $40.00
1928 Firing pin..................... $20.00
1928 Firing pin spring.............$4.00
1928 Frame latch....................$3.75
1928 Frame latch spring..........$2.00
1928 Hammer....................... $12.00
1928 Hammer pin....................$2.00
1928 Horizontal foregrip ’28 or M1
new walnut........................... $17.95
1928 Lyman Adjustable Rear Sight
.......................................... $299.00
1928 Oiler............................ $14.95
1928 Rear grip...................... $25.00
1928 Rear sight L type w/o ears, will
also fit M1 & M1A1. New production
................................................$9.95
1928 Sear trip...................... $25.00
1928/M1 Selector (rocket pivot)
............................................. $75.00
1928 Screw buttplate, small
................................................$2.00
1928 Stock Slide Assembly
............................................. $39.95

Go to www.Sarcoinc.com to see our:

M1928 Survival Kit........ $39.95 TMP109
M1 Survival Kit.............. $19.95 TMP105

TMP019
TMP024
OIL029
TMP037
TMP035
TMP080
TMP097
TMP098
TMP009
TMP171
TMP053
TMP001
TMP095
TMP072
TMP167
TMP070
TMP068
TMP069
TMP006
TMP007
TMP010
TMP193
TMP197
TMP059
TMP028
TMP087
TMP033
TMP038
TMP040
TMP041
TMP039
TMP088
TMP005
TMP077
TMP048
TMP049
TMP066
TMP051
TMP015
TMP016
TMP004
TMP110
TMP093

M1 Actuator.......................... $14.95
M1 Hammer.......................... $12.00
M1 Oiler new G.I. orig........... $10.00
M1 Safety G.I........................ $20.00
M1 Selector (rocker pivot)..... $20.00
M1/M1A1 Bolt (stripped)...... $95.00
M1/M1A1 Buffer.................. $13.50
M1/M1A1 Buffer pilot..............$8.00
M1/M1A1 Ejector....................$9.50
M1/M1A1 Front Sight........... $19.95
M1/M1A1 Sear trip............... $25.00
M1/M1A1 Small buttplate screw
................................................$2.00
Bore brush .45 caliber.............$2.00
Cleaning rod brass, original
............................................. $20.00
Cleaning rod brass 1928 original,
exc-new................................ $24.95
Cleaning rod steel, original
................................................$6.00
Buttstock screw long...............$4.50
Buttstock screw short............. $4.50
Disconnector........................ $12.00
Disconnector spring.................$2.00
Extractor.............................. $19.95
Gun scabbard, leather.......... $59.95
Horizontal forend, walnut..... $22.00
Large buttplate screw...............$3.50
Mag catch spring ....................$4.00
Rear sight rivet........................$1.50
Rocker.................................. $10.00
Sear...................................... $20.00
Sear lever............................. $24.00
Sear lever spring......................$2.50
Sear spring..............................$3.25
Spare parts pouch...................$4.50
Spring Kit, Complete............. $14.95
Stock reinforcing nut...............$3.00
Swivel forend/butt...................$7.50
Swivel screw forend/butt.........$1.50
Stock, M1 Orig, in the wrap, WW2
............................................. $65.00
Trigger spring..........................$2.00
Vertical foregrip.................... $19.95
Vertical grip screw, front
............................................. $12.50
Vertical grip screw, rear........ $12.50
50 rd drum key..................... $24.95
50 rd drum pouch................ $19.95
3/......................................... $55.00

THOMPSON 1928, M1 & M1A1 SLING
Current production $18.95 SLNG038

ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS ~ FOR PARTS & ACCESSORIES ~
Our ads in the Firearms News are catalogue
prices and may not reflect any sales or higher
pricing found on our website.
Prices are subject to change without notice.
We are not responsible for typographical errors
or misprints
Sarco only sells products to persons
18 years or older

DISCLAIMER

Parts sold by Sarco should be installed only
by a competent gunsmith. These products are
sold as is and without a warranty. No liability
is expressed or implied for damage or injury
which may result from the improper installation or use of these products.

OUR GUARANTEE

Our guarantee is simple and easy to understand.
If you are not satisfied with any item received from
us you have 5 days to return it for a replacement or a refund of the advertised price. All
returns must be accompanied by a letter WITH
YOUR INVOICE NUMBER and explanation of the
problem. Before returning anything, please see our
guarantee on our website.

EASTON SHOWROOM VISIT

Showroom opened Mon-Sat 10am-5pm / Friday
Opened til 8pm. For directions to the showroom,
see website. In Stock Inventory – If you are planning on visiting the showroom, feel free to call
ahead to make sure that we stock the item(s)
that you need. Please give us a least a few
days’ notice before your visit in case we need to
retrieve goods in from our other warehouses.
Note that the prices in Firearms News are dealer
prices and may not be the same prices as in our
showroom.

ORDER PROBLEMS,

DAMAGED OR MISSING PACKAGES

Call (610) 250-3960 and ask for Liz ext 208 or
email lheisler@sarcoinc.com BACKORDERS Check
the status of an existing Backorder, Call (610) 2503960 or email: backorder@sarcoinc.com SARCO
deals in modern as well as obsolete and hard to
find merchandise and offers full & prompt refund
on any cancelled backorders prior to ship. WEBSITE
Questions or Issues Call (610) 250-3960 and ask to
be transferred to the e-Commerce Department or
email ecomm@sarcoinc.com INTERNATIONAL Call
(610)250-3960 and ask for Mike ext 210 or email
international@sarcoinc.com

REGARDING LOCAL, CITY & STATE REGULATIONS
You warrant by ordering from Sarco Inc., that you are
in compliance with the laws of your local, city and
State regulations and that you are a legal adult without any legal restrictions in regards to your purchase.
With 20,000 plus laws on the books it is difficult
for us to know what laws may affect your purchase
where you reside. Please check your local and State
laws before ordering.
RETURNS We offer a 5-day inspection period on all of
our merchandise, except for special order items which
are not refundable. Items that state they are sold “asis” are not returnable.
· PHONE ORDERS, EMAILED, FAXED OR MAILED-IN ORDERS:
You will need a Return Authorization Number to
return something. Please email returns@sarcoinc.
com or call (610) 250-3960
for a RT #. Feel free to check on the status of your
return, credit or refund.
· ONLINE ORDERS: Please visit our website www.esarcoinc.com and click the Return Policy link. Fill
out the printable form and mail it back with your
package. Feel free to email our e-Comm department
at ecomm@sarcoinc.com to check on the status of
your return or call (610) 250-3960 and ask to be
transferred to the e-Commerce Department.
We do not refund any shipping cost unless the error/
problem causing the return is our fault.
Returns may be subject to a 10% restocking charge.

50 Hilton Street,
Easton PA 18042

LUGER HOLSTERS
GERMAN WW2 TROPICAL LUGER
HOLSTER
Khaki canvas Luger
holster
used in
the last
year of the North Africa
campaign. Strong canvas
fabric with leather accents and
magazine pouch. Luger tool pouch
under main flap. New mnfr. w/
WW2 German markings
$14.95 HOL142
LUGER BLACK HARDSHELL
W/WW2 MARKINGS
Standard Wehrmacht
Army issue $24.95
ea, or 3 for $69.95
LGR078

www.sarcoinc.com
SAMPLING OF OUR QUALITY LEATHER AND CANVAS HISTORIC
HOLSTERS, MOST OF WHICH ARE PRODUCED BY SADDLERIES.
CONTACT US FOR QUANTITY PRICING !

U.S. CIVIL WAR
PERCUSSION
REVOLVER LEATHER
HOLSTER

Embossesd – New made.
Right Hand $19.95 HOL043
Left Hand $19.95 HOL043L

HIP & SHOULDER
HOLSTERS
Made for COLT 1911 & Other
Mid-Sized Frame Pistols

M7 SHOULDER HOLSTERS

LUGER, BLACK
SPECIAL SERVICE
HOLSTER W/WW2
MARKINGS

M7
SHOULDER
HOLSTER

Skeletal design for
low profile work
$12.95 LGR169

RIGHT
hand draw
$25.95
HOL067

1. P38 Hardshell w/WW2 markings, leather........... $18.95 P38054
2. P38 Brown Afrikakorp Hardshell w/WW2 markings, leather
..........................................................................$24.95 HOL149
3. P38 Black Soft Shell w/WW2 markings, leather.. $21.95 HOL080
4. P38 Brown Shoulder Holster w/6th Panzer ‘Key’ emblem w/other
WW2 markings, leather......................................$35.00 HOL081
5. P38 / P1 West German Black Leather Police Holster, original in
VG condition...................................................... $14.95 HOL138
6. German Flectar camouflage synthetic holster with belt hanger
..........................................................................$18.50 HOL202

LUGER, BROWN
POLICE HOLSTER

$24.95 HOL114

NAVAL LUGER CANVAS
WWI TROPICAL VERSION
In 2 colors:
** Khaki canvas Luger
Navy WWI holster
$22.95 HOL073

LUGER, SNAIL
DRUM CARRIER

USMC M7 SHOULDER
HOLSTER Rugged dark
brown. USMC marked.
$29.95 HOL155

mark RIGHT
hand draw
$19.95
HOL058

BLACK NAVY LUGER
HOLSTER RIG W/O
STOCK

FEATHERWEIGHT
M7 US marked

U.S. 1903 LUGER
Trials holster issued for
several years while U.S.
forces evaluated the pistol for possible adoption.
Originally for the right hip for
left hand draw, we also offer it
for right hip, right hand draw.
Left hand draw $35.00 HOL068

NAVAL LUGER BROWN
HIP HOLSTER
WWI marked
$29.95 HOL154

NAVAL LUGER CANVAS
WWI TROPICAL VERSION
Green $22.95
HOL072
LUGER, INFANTRY
CANVAS WWI TROPICAL
VERSION

Khaki $22.95 HOL055
Green $22.95 HOL054

See our website!
U.S. C96 MAUSER PHILIPPINE
HOLSTER WITH TWO 8RD
STRIPPER CLIPS

Little know
that before
World War
1, U.S.
officers in
the Philippines had
access to
Broomhandle Mauser pistols.
Two 8rd Stripper Clips included
(ammo not included)
........................ $40.00 HOL113

FEATHERWEIGHT
M7’, USMC

Black leather
$32.00 HOL061
Brown leather
$32.00 HOL185

Black leather
holster rig includes double
magazine
pouch, shoulder strap with
brass stud
fasteners and
end with stock retaining loop. Has
pouch for cleaning rod. Perfect to
complete your
$39.95 LGR177

BERGMANN BAYARD 1910 /22 SHOULDER HOLSTERS.

Sale! $18.00
M7 ‘FEATHERWEIGHT’
SHOULDER HOLSTERS

$19.95 HOL150

TOKAREV
MINIMALIST
COMMUNIST
HOLSTER WITHOUT
MAG POUCH

M3 SHOULDER
RIGHT hand draw,
BROWN
$24.95 HOL038

M1912 CAVALRY HIP HOLSTERS
(RUGGED SADDLE STITCHED LEATHER)

1912 RIGHT HIP

Astra

1912 LEFT HIP

LUGER
HARDSHELL
Luger Hardshell holster
with WW2
Wehrmacht
Army pistol belt w/embossed belt
buckle $38.00 HOL156

German holsters originally
intended for the Walther P-1/
P38 pistol, but great for others
of the same size like Models
1911, Glock 17, Beretta 92,
P226, CZ75 etc. All holsters are
new or in excellent shape
...................$12.95 HOL199

P1 LONG DROP LEATHER
HOLSTER W/HANGER, USED
BUT EXCELLENT SHAPE

German holsters originally
intended for the Walther P-1/
P38 pistol, but great for others of
the same size like Models 1911,
Glock 17, Beretta 92, P226,
CZ75 etc......... $15.00 HOL200

As used
in WW1 &
WW2 by
Commonwealth
forces
$29.95
HOL042

RADOM VIS-35 PISTOL
HOLSTER

BROWN
$35.00 HOL070

Standard quality,
BROWN
$21.95 HOL040

P1 HOLSTER, CANVAS

BRITISH WEBLEY .455 HIP
HOLSTER

Nicknamed "The
Gun Bra". Skeletal
design without magazine pouch $12.95 HOL049

Premium quality, RUSSET
color $35.00 HOL099

1912 RIGHT HIP
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With brass &
steel hardware
and belt loops
on the back. Has
spare magazine
pouch. Works
well with similar sized pistols
including the standard Luger. New
$39.95 HOL164

RHODESIAN / BRITISH STYLE
CANVAS
HOLSTER

1911 RIGHT HIP
Premium
quality, RUSSET
$35.00 HOL106

SWISS LUGER SHOULDER
HOLSTER

Model
300

Model
600

Astra 300 Brown Holster
$18.00 HOL189
Astar 600 Black Holster
$15.00 HOL190

WALTHER P22 TACTICAL
HOLSTER
Leather with pouch
for extra mag &
suppressor. U.S.
embossed $26.95
HOL095

(Great for
Many
Mid-Sized
Frames!)
$36.00
HOL163

POLISH RADOM
HOLSTER

Beautiful
reproduction
with extra mag
pouch
$27.50 HOL023

Great for
medium to
large frame
semi autos
$22.00
HOL173

JUST IN THE DOOR!

WW2 AVIATORS
VICTORY MODEL
SHOULDER
HOLSTER

Brown leather
M3 style holster
with bullet loops
on the
shoulder
strap, for
the S&W
Revolver
as issued in WW2
$26.95 HOL183

P38 BROWN
SHOULDER
HOLSTER

w/ 6th Panzer
‘Key’ emblem
w/ other WW2
markings,
leather $29.95 HOL081

P08 LUGER &
P38
PARATROOPER
MODEL WWII
HOLSTER

Low profile skeletal
brown leather holster used
for reducing profile and weight
of carrying a pistol in combat
conditions $16.95 HOL109

JAPANESE TYPE 26
REVOLVER
HOLSTER

Extremely well
made leather
clamshell type
holster as the
Japanese used in
WW2 $34.95 HOL062

M1883 & M1891
IMPERIAL
GERMAN
REICHSREVOLVER
HOLSTER
$22.95
HOL167

LARGE DOUBLE HEAD
AXE, 36" LONG
SARCO has an assortment of double head
and single head axes
ready to accompany
you to a Viking soirée,
cleaving test on the
roast beast, or simply
for cutting kindling.
We like to throw them
20 feet for marksmanship, but whatever you
do with them, these
axes are strong ,
accurate historical
creations, and ready to
be used
...... $49.00 MISC808

‘VIKINGS OF
DANELAND’ HELMET

Alfred the Great
probably had to
fight the ‘Northmen’ wearing these
Scandinavian
helmets w/ Chainmail. Substantial
strength and weight
made these ornate
helmets almost
impenetrable. We
have a dozen or so of these beautiful
helmets ready to wear to your next
LARP meeting or trip to Valhalla!
Steel and brass construction w/ real
chainmail.............. $95.00 HLM052

www.sarcoinc.com
ALMOST SOLD OUT!

SPARTAN
HELMET WITH
COPPER STYLE
FINISH

Circa - French & Indian and
American Revolution Wars

From 1750-1768 this sword was
produced and became a standard
arm of American and Crown forces
during several Wars. Well liked for its compactness and maneuverability, and
well-designed brass handle with guard and 23.5" blade. Marked with ‘SH’
with a running Fox as originally produced by the armorer Samuel Harvey.
Comes with Leather scabbard with brass accents. Frequently referred to as
the ‘Bunker Hill Sword’ for its use there.
..........................................................................................$69.95 SWRD41

MEDIEVAL TWO HANDED BROADSWORD

Hefty Broadsword with leather
Scabbard is a pleasure to wield
and menacing in its profile. 46"
overall length and 36" blade with
leather and wire bound grip with
steel pommel and cross guard. Whether you’re the ‘Witcher’, Sir Galahad, or
a member of Python and the search for the Holy Grail, this sword will carry
you through harm’s way!................................................... $85.00 SWRD39

BACK IN STOCK!!

1860 U.S. NAVAL CUTLASS SWORD WITH SCABBARD
Swashbuckling ‘Ames’ style U.S.
Navy Cutlass for boarding and defending the ships in close quarters
combat. The cupped handguard is
iconic of the Pirates' cutlass of the
period preceding the U.S. Civil War.
Blade length is 24” and Overall
length is 30.5”. Comes with leather Frog. Brass & steel Cutlass with brass &
leather scabbard. New........................................................ $46.95 SWRD31

FRENCH 19TH CENTURY MARINE CUTLASS

Similar in fashion to the French
Back In Stock !!
Infantry Briquet sword used during
the Napoleonic era. This Cutlass
has brass grip with guard, blade of
24 inches, overall length of @29",
and leather scabbard with brass
accents. Easy to wield and equally excellent for stoking logs in the fireplace or
defending the house! New....................................................$45.95 SWRD32

U.S. 1860 LIGHT CAVALRY SABER

Back In Stock !!

With over 300,000 manufactured
during the U.S. Civil War, this may
have been the most commonly used
sword of the war. Wielded by George
Custer, J.E.B Stuart and others,
this sword served the military up into the Spanish American War. Beautiful
reproduction in steel & brass with a blade of 32.5 inches and overall length of
38.75 inches. Comes with steel scabbard.............................$39.95 SWRD35

TROOPER SWORD

Back In Stock !!

French patterned sword applied
to U.S. Cavalry and Plains Indian
War use, and reminiscent of the
1860 pattern Saber, this steel
32.5" blade has a classic wire
bound leather grip with brass segregated/fluted guard and steel scabbard
with mounting rings............................................................$44.00 SWRD38

AVG, VOLUNTEERS CHINA BLOOD CHIT, U.S.
WW2, REAL LEATHER
Worn during the early part of WW2. Usually
sewn inside or outside the leather flight
jacket. Provided a message in Chinese, to
assist the pilot to safety and protect the
person from the Japanese. Full size like the
orginal, 10" x 8"...............$18.00 MISC659

Would you believe we have a few Lyle Line Throwing
Gun Firing Mechanism parts? Check our website!

Brass plate embossing on
front is marked with NSW FB.
Comes complete with leather
brass chained chinstraps. A
beautiful historic collectible
will add distinction to any décor! Large size. New. SALE!
$89.95 $125.00 HLM059

Sleek synthetic hip holster keeps a low profile and
holds medium frame semi auto pistols, generally
with barrels of 3.25" to 3.75" size. Belt loop on
back can accept up to 2" wide belts and the adjustable snap strap with pull lever makes release of the
pistol a breeze. New, black... $10.95 HOL196
*Nylon Hip Holster for large autos with 3.25" to 3/75" Barrels
*Adjustable Strap *Easy Open Snap with Lever *Molded Belt Loop: Fits up
to 2" Belt

TROJAN BREAST PLATE SET AND HELMET
WITH CROP ENSEMBLE

BRITISH WWII TOMMY HELMET

Accurate reproduction of the venerable British helmet. Authentic details include weight
of the steel pot, color, leather
liner with rubber accents and
1st model spring loaded khaki
chinstrap. Size liner-LG 7½"
(U.S.) Great quality and bargain
priced!
.............. $29.95 HLM022

Massive knife with large
handle. Brass trim on
a rosewood grip. Nice
brass tip plain brown
leather scabbard w/
adjustable belt loops &
leather laces harness.
"Skinning" knives not
included.
..........$26.95 BAY059

SPARTAN HELMET

ALLEN "CORTEZ" HIP HOLSTER, SIZE 8

19TH CENTURY ANTIQUE BRASS
AUSTRALIAN FIRE HELMET

KUKRIS M1937
KNIFE, 13" BLADE
DELUXE MODEL
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Large size metal helmet with the
look of archaic bronze and battle
worn dings. Comes with leather liner
with chinstrap. Fierce looking face
has all of the romance of the antiquities of ancient Greece and particularly Sparta! Very Limited
.............................$49.95 HLM061

Steel Spartan style helmet with copper color
finish, leather liner with
chinstrap and bristled
crop on top. Revel in
the splendor of yesteryear with this wearable
helmet. Also a great
conversation piece!
Very limited
.........$57.95 HLM062

JUST IN!! 18TH CENTURY ENGLISH CUTLASS SWORD

BACK IN STOCK!!

Trojan Breast Plate Set and
Helmet with Crop.. sold as a
Set. Idyllic of Homers Ilyiad &
the Odessey, the trial of Hector
and Achilles, this set is iconic
of the warrior class that arose out of the
great Greek Democracies. Utilized in many
patterns, it makes anyone looked ‘ripped’
and ‘buff’ with instant ‘6 packs’. Steel construction with helmet liner and strong
leather fasteners on the breast plate set. Set of Trojan
Armor/Helmet SALE!.......... $65.00 $99.95 ARM010

TOMMY
BACK IN STOCK!
HELMET
GERMAN HELMET 1889 PRUSSIAN
WWII WITH KURASSIER, PICKELHAUBE
AUSTRAILAN Beautiful Pre-WWI model military helmet
made from steel with leather liner, brass scalDECAL
loped chinstrap, cockades, steel spike and
$32.95
HLM027

brass emblem. Inscription embossed on brass
emblem translates from German as, ‘With God
for King and Country’. (Mit Gott Fur Koenig
und Vaterland)..................... $84.95 HLM012

U.S. WWII PARATROOPER
SIGNAL CRICKET

Brass w/metal clapper. Puts out a
distinctive clicking sound so that allied
troops could communicate to “friendlies”.
U.S. embossed................$7.50 MISC284

MILITARY KUKRI
KNIFE, 12 INCH

This knife comes with a
black leather scabbard
and two small "skinning" knives. Comes in
a heavy black leather
scabbard with two
small "skinning" knives
mounted on the
scabbard
...........$23.50 BAY044

NAPOLEONIC FLAG

We have carefully
manufactured this flag
in cotton with double
batting and gold fringe
around the outside
with dimensions of @3 feet by 3 feet. One side
of the flag shows the unit designation and the
other lists 15 battle honors up until Waterloo. A
strikingly glamorous flag for display or household décor................................ $34.95 FLAG03

FRENCH FOREIGN LEGION KEPI INCLUDES
DESERT COVER AND NECK PROTECTOR

Wool embroidered French Kepi
hat with leather brim, embroidered bomb and red top with
blue piping and chinstrap. 1st
class construction and ruggedness with the added advantage
of neck protection from the
sun. Desert cover is removable. Sizes: 7-1/4, 7-1/2,
7-5/8 U.S. sizes (7-1/2 is a standard size Large)
Sale!......................................................$35.00 MISC285
(specify size when ordering) Normally $49.95

FRENCH GENERAL
OFFICER’S KEPI
Truly Museum Quality,
metal gold thread embroidery meticulously applied
over black and red wool
‘form fit’ Kepi with leather
brim and braided gold
chin cord. These are of the
highest quality and a rare find in the world
market. Very limited quantity and only XL
size is available. Reg. $125.00
SALE!............................$89.95 MISC722

CAMEROON 'AMBAZONIA WAR' 2 MAN PUP TENT

Govt. contract of rugged canvas two section, two
man, capacity tents for field operations in a little
known rebellion in Africa. Made to order, these
tents come with 2 sets of 3 pole sections, 8 pegs,
and two cords. Made so two soldiers can carry ½
tent each and in durable canvas, non-synthetic
material for extended use. Grass pattern camouflage blends beautifully in northern deciduous
forests or equatorial regions. Very similar to the
U.S. pup tent design, it distributes ‘carry weight’ effectively and affords ease of assembly. Very limited. New, unissued. (We recommend applying any of the commercial waterproofing sprays available at Target, Walmart, etc.) Original contracted price
$125.00 - For you, we marked down to.......................................$69.95 MISC828

Allied & Axis Display Guns (non-firing)

U.S. M3 GREASE GUN
(NON- FIRING)

GERMAN MP40 SUBMACHINE
GUN (NON-FIRING)

Full size with cocking mechanism and detachable mag! The
gun that saw service from Europe
to South East Asia. One of the
iconic weapons of WW2.

All metal replica
of the venerable
Grease Gun used
from WW2 through
current day reserves. Moveable
bolt, stock, magazine and charging handle.
Sarco’s package comes with Sling and WW2
Canvas Carry Case. Very authentic. New
..........................................$165.00 REP44

JUST IN

!!

U.S. THOMPSON 1928 SMG W/20
RD. MAG. (NON-FIRING)

Some
functional
parts,
includes
sling and 20 rd.
stick magazine
.................................................. $242.95 REP13

$210.00
REP02
GERMAN MP41 SUBMACHINE GUN
(NON-FIRING)

Served with
German SS
troops, Romanians,
and Spanish Civil War troops. Full size
with cocking/trigger action, sling, and
removable magazine.
................................ $161.00 REP28

GERMAN WW2 MP44 ASSAULT RIFLE
(NON-FIRING)
Full size, solidly built
with some functioning
parts. Comes with magazine.
Feels and looks like the real thing!
..............................$240.00 REP03

THOMPSON 1928 DISPLAY GUN
(NON-FIRING)

Wood
and metal
replica gun that
made history with
gangsters of the 20s,
and our troops and allies in WW2. Well made and
has a cocking mechanism that moves back and
forth and trigger that allows the bolt forward.
Magazine catch also works. Comes with steel
50rd. display drum.
................................................ $249.95 REP01

STEN MK-2 SMG DISPLAY GUN

All metal replica. Stock and mag are removable,
bolt can be charged. 2 versions available:
A. STEN MK2
w/ Sling &
Magazine
$145.00
REP22

TAKE 10% OFF LISTED PRICE ON ALL NON-FIRING GUNS ON THIS PAGE !!

MODEL 1911A1 PISTOL (NON-FIRING, DISPLAY PISTOL)

GERMAN MAUSER K98 RIFLE
( NON-FIRING )

B. STEN MK2 w/
Sling, Magazine
& Commando
pistol grip for
converting
into Paratroop
version
$159.95
REP23

#1 MK3 ENFIELD RIFLE ( NON-FIRING )

British SMLE
service rifle of
WW1 & WW2
use, and still used by police in commonwealth countries. Bolt functions back and forth with trigger
that clicks. Full size with wood stock, metal hardware Enfield sling
........................................................................... $210.00 REP41

FINALLY BACK IN STOCK – BUT VERY LIMITED!!

THE INCREDIBLE SHOEI REPLICA WWII GERMAN GUNS

Full Size metal & wood replica of
the venerable German Paratroop
assault rifle. Comes with magazine
and bayonet. This is the 1st model
(Type 1), highly coveted and very
difficult to find on the market
today. This is a non-firing replica
that we had purchased many years ago during the first production run by Shoei in Japan. Order Now
— Very Limited !!..................................................................................................$1595.00 MISC117
Not sold to NY, CT, WI, MN, KS, MA, CA, PR & Canada
Note: Guns lock & function just like the original. Exact size - over 85 machined parts in the FG42.
These guns are dinosaurs in the making. If you can’t afford a $50,000 original, this is the perfect
fill for your collection! You can’t tell it from an original. How much more can we say?!

U.S. NAVY DRONE

$4,995.00 MMP008

U.S. Navy 1950's Drone Airplane Beechcraft Model 1001B. Turbot
super charge. 15 feet long. 12 feet wing span. 126 H.P. engine
Detailed pictures are available. Send your request to
ecomm@sarcoinc.com or check our website.

BROWNING ‘SAFARI’ RIFLE STOCK
Fits Sako Medium Action-

Beautiful European fancy grain hardwood stock is
@90% complete. All that is really left to take care of, is finishing the base of the
pistol grip with a sander as the white spacer has already been installed, some basic
sanding in a few spots…then apply the stain / finish of your choice. Stock has Monte
Carlo rise on left side of stock, front end that has been installed with spacer trim and
original ‘Browning’ butt plate installed. Fully inletted for installing the barreled action. A
tremendous value......................................................................$79.95 $89.95 STK421
TYPE 2 – Same as above but without the pistol grip and forend tip – Has flared out pistol
grip......................................................................................... $60.00 $ 70.00 STK424

M1 GARAND RIFLE (NON-FIRING)
NEW!

ITEM
The wood on this rifle is better
looking than most govt. wood
stocks. Well-made w/some functioning
parts.............................. $215.00 REP08

U.S. M1 CARBINE (NON-FIRING)
Very realistic
looking with some
functioning parts. This version is the
standard WW2 model w/o bayonet lug
..................................... $195.00 REP07

U.S. M1A1 PARATROOP CARBINE
(NON-FIRING)

Very accurate folding stock version of the Paratroop M1A1 carbine. Some functional parts
and magazine.......................$210.00 REP11

GERMAN MAUSER C96 PISTOL

BRITISH WEBLEY MKIV REVOLVER
( NON-FIRING )

Full size nonfiring display gun
manufactured in
metal with wood
grips. Features a
cocking mecha
nism that moves
and trigger that
clicks when cocked. Lanyard included
.............................................. $89.95 REP24

WW2 .38 service revolver
for the British forces.
Full size with rotating
cylinder, lanyard,
and trigger/hammer
action
............................................. $75.00 REP17
Also offered with leather holster
........................................... $105.00 REP04

BROWNING HI-POWER PISTOL
(NON-FIRING)

GERMAN LUGER PISTOLS
(3 VARIETIES)

Full size replica of one
of the best combat pistols ever.
Still in service! Cocking action
and removable mag and lanyard.
....................................... $84.95 REP37

Beautifully made, full
size replicas in metal
with knurled wood grips.
Very realistic looking.
We offer a couple with
and without holsters:
1. Standard luger w/ 4" barrel
......................................$112.95 REP06
Standard luger w/ WWI canvas holster
......................................$122.95 REP14
2. Naval Luger w/ 5" barrel
......................................$112.95 REP09
Naval Luger w/ WWI canvas holster
......................................$122.95 REP18
3. Artillery luger w/ 8" barrel
......................................$124.95 REP10

DESERT EAGLE NON FIRING DISPLAY PISTOL
Venerable pistol well
known for knocking out
hardened personnel
targets, body armor,
and lightly armored
vehicles. Also well
known for it’s ‘online’
presence in ‘Call of Duty 4’! The full size metal
replica has an action that cocks and trigger
pulls with a click, and the magazine can be
ejected................................... $105.00 REP27

GERMAN P38 PISTOL ( NON-FIRING )

NOTE ON NON-FIRING DISPLAY GUNS

PPK PISTOL (NON - FIRING)

Another of our well-made
metal replicas of the stalwart sidearm of the Wehrmacht, 007, and many
other good guys and arch
villains! Full size metal
replica with moving slide and hammer/
trigger click........................$84.95 REP21

Proven for over 75
years in battle and
police duty, our
replica is full size
and very difficult to
tell from the original. Has cocking/trigger action. Looks just
like the ones that the 3rd Reich issued
............................................ $72.95 REP05
Also – offered with a leather German hardshell holster as issued and marked in WW2
............................................ $87.95 REP15

While most Americans can own non-firing display
guns, some States and municipalities have enacted
regulations inhibiting ownership. It is important
that you check your State’s gun laws to see if you
reside in one of these areas. We cannot ship our
display guns out of the country. Below is a partial
list of States where there are laws concerning
ownership of display guns. Remember, by ordering
from Sarco, Inc., you are confirming to us that
you are complying with your State regulations on
this issue. CA, CT, KS, MA, MN, WI *All non-firing
display guns come with an orange plug inserted in
the muzzle – required by Commerce law.

G-43 PROFOUNDLY DETAILED REPRODUCTION RIFLE
(PREMIUM/LIMITED PRODUCTION)

RUSSIAN MAKAROV PISTOL

Non firing replica
of the standard
Russian Compact
pistol. Slide
cocks and trigger
pulls and clicks.
Comes with a
military leather
holster and
lanyard!
....................................... $74.95 REP32

Outstanding reproduction G43 rifle, made
on an extremely limited production run
by Shoei of Japan. The rifle has wonderful
detail, laminate wood style stock, German
WW2 markings, weight, and as an added
benefit the manufacturer added ‘airsoft’
mechanics just so someone could have a little target fun with this museum piece. If you can't justify
the $3,000+ for a G-43, this is the perfect alternative. We offer the G43 Rifle with one magazine, sight
hood, sling, manual, and leather magazine pouch................................................. $1495.00 REP40

BLACK BRITISH PATTERN
‘SAM BROWN’ BELT SET

FRENCH 1877 WWI CANTEEN

French 2 Liter canteen
was the mainstay
implement for carting
potable water and even
wine for the French
Army , from the disastrous Franco Prussian
War through WWI.
Unique design with
air vent and carry strap and a green blue felt
covering. New..................... $49.95 MISC889

Ruggedly crafted with
strong leather, saddle
stitching, and solid brass
hardware, this SAM
BROWN BELT is as good
as it gets for military or
police duty. Has sword
connecting rings too!
Black.............. $44.95
MISC389-BLK
Brown............. $44.95
MISC389-BRN

GUNNER SHIELD

FRONT SIGHT RAMPS FOR SPORTING RIFLES

Deep from the recesses of our Warehouse, we have un-covered
‘new’ front sight ramps for installing on your barrel. Ramp is
steel, @3.3 inches long, .41 inches wide, .47 inches high, with
a blued finish. Accepts front sights with a ‘dovetailed’ base at
@60 degrees. Two screw holes spaced 1.9 inches apart and
inset grooves on either side for installing a sight hood if desired.
Front Sight Ramp only
....................................................... $9.95 $13.95 MISC857
Also available, we can offer a steel dovetailed front sight blade
with extra material to modify in width and height, and a Mauser
sight cover to make a package set for your next project.
Set of Sight Ramp, Sight Blade, and Sight Cover
....................................................... $14.95 $19.95 MISC858

1888 BRITISH / BOER
WAR .303 BANDOLIER
Soft Pliable Cow Leather like the
Originals! Fits 50 rounds of .303
officially, and other similar sized
ammo like .30 and 7.62 Nato.
Fits well for people of Medium to
2XL build!........$59.95 MISC786

SHOTGUN FRONT BEAD
SIGHT AND RAMP

Police & Military Protection Faceshields Perfect addition to your virus protection!
Attaches in seconds with two rear latches for the back of the rim on numerous styles of helmets and a latex shim in the front to provide a positive hold
stabilizing the brace for shield adjustments and allows the operator to lower or
raise the shield as desired when facing unpleasant situations. These face shields
have some scuff marks or blemishes on the shield, but are quite serviceable and
large enough and rigid enough to take the sting out of frontal assaults and flying
debris. Weight 1.5 lbs. Excellent quality at a cheap price!....... $10.00 HLM048

One of our most popular display pistols representing over
100 years of design superiority! A defender of American
service personnel since WWI. Popular for it's knock down
punch! Our display gun is full size, of similar weight,
made from metal and hardwood diamond knurled grips.
Slide cocks back & forth and the trigger pulls with a distinctive click .
The magazine can be released using the mag catch and the grip safety is also
spring loaded to give you the real feeling in your hand............$135.95 REP12

Classic WW2 Mauser, full size, and complete with sling. Beautiful wood stock and
cocking action............... $237.95 REP19

U.S. M16A1 RIFLE (NON-FIRING)

Full size with cocking mechanism and detachable
mag! Standard rifle from most of the Vietnam War.
Very difficult to tell from the original
..................................................$165.00 REP31
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You’ll find
these elsewhere for $25
or more!

New silver front bead
sight with front sight
ramp with beveled
bottom is great for
replacement work on
barrels or for creating
your custom Shotgun
barrel. Set of Bead &
Ramp...................$12.95 MISC900

With cradle but w/o small cradle
parts.
A great project for
tricking out your vehicle. These original G.I.
shields are stripped and
need a bit of straightening/welding in the
platform. Has mounting
pintle & cradle base w/o
small parts
......................................... $495.00 MISC688

STEYR MANNLICHER AMMO
POUCH

Finally available!
A beautiful heavy
leather creation
exactly like the
original................................ $11.95
2 for..................... $21.00 STEYR001

NEW TRIPOD & ACCESSORIES

M2 Tripod only......................................... $195.00
M2 Tripod & Pintle.................................... $235.00
M2 Pintle only.............................................. $65.00
T&E only.................................................. $135.00

MNT115
MNT149
MNT116
MNT114

See our website for US GI M2 Tripod Front Legs

1919 BROWNING M2 TRIPOD
ASSY Complete tripod with T&E & Pintle
......... $325.00 ea.
3 for......... $950.00
MNT112

1917A1 TRIPOD PROJECT KIT

Kit w/Torch Cut Center
SALE!........ $350.00 $495.00 MNT086
Hundreds of these have been built. We got
lots of good comments on ‘em. Check our
website or previous ads for
full description.

New
condition

HEAD SPACE & TIMING GAUGE FOR 1919A4,
M37, 1917 WATERCOOLED

MACHINE GUN
CLOTH BELTS AND LINKS

Browning 1919A4 CLOTH BELTS
which work with .30-06, 8mm, & .308.
100 Rd. length… $14.95 ea, or 5 for
$54.95 A4276 200 RD BROWNING
CLOTH BELT … $18.00 ea or 5 for
$67.95 A4279 .308 Browning Links –
Great for 1919A4s in .308/7.62 caliber!

Original Israeli links
which are reusable
over and over again.
A4115 100 pcs $100.00

SOCKET
WW2 BRASS DATA PLATE FOR
M2 .30 CAL. TRIPOD JUST IN !! FOR
Finally back
in stock, these
data plates were
normally riveted
to the M2 Tripod
head during
manufacturing.
Great way to improve upon the look of your M2
tripod so it has a wartime nomenclature and
date tag.................................... $9.00 MNT120

1919A4 U.S.
BROWNING MG KITS

Small quantity available standard 7.62
NATO (.308) kits – all parts but R.H. sideplate. Last chance........$1649.00 A4046
Found a few .30-06 1919A4 kits
..................................$1749.00 A4047
Back in stock! Just a few!

.50 CAL CLEANING KIT
& M7
CLEANING
ROD

M4 Bore Brush
Cleaning Brush
M4 Swab Section
M4 Cleaning Rod
Firing Pin Hole Brush
Great
Ratchet Chamber Brush
Deal !!
M7 Cleaning Rod With Case
Cartridge Type Broken Shell Extractor
$49.50 M2HB002

.50 CAL INERT
AMMUNITION FOR DISPLAY

FINALLY BACK IN STOCK!! GET YOURS
NOW BEFORE WE RUN OUT !!
Finally back in stock and
cleaner & brighter than
ever, this inert ammo looks
great as the cases and projectiles are polished brass &
copper. No holes drilled in
the cases and the expended
primers are still intact.
Perfect for displays, military aircraft, or vehicles!
Each round................................ $2.95 AM019

.50 CAL M3 MG

Note: We have all or most parts for
.50cal M3 Machine Gun! Check our
.50 cal list online or call MG Dave!

U.S. 1917 BROWNING M.G. WATER CAN

SALE! $75.00 A4275

Accurate late production socket
used to make pedestal mounts
like the M25, M31, etc. for
jeeps, halftracks and all sorts
of custom mounts. Check our
website!.........$95.00 MNT024

GUN COVERS

1917 overall gun cover for gun & ammo can holder,
new G.I............................................$100.00 A4188
M7 1917 water cooled gun covers with leather reinforcing, new G.I................................. $75.00 A4166

3.

NEW GI CONTRACT
BROWNING M2HB
STELLITE LINED BARRELS

Don’t get these very often so
act quickly. Parkerized heavy
barrels for the .50 machine gun.
FSN#1005-726-6131. While they
last!..........$1200.00 M2HB027

GERMAN MACHINEGUNS BY
DAN MUSGRAVE

Delightful and insightful treatise
on the realm of WW1 & WW2
German Machine guns used by
the Axis. Well illustrated with
586 pages of details on German
and contemporary firearms
influenced by fine German
engineering. This is the ‘second’
edition which has become very
hard to come by................................$29.95 SB172

.50 CAL. M2 CLEANING ACCESSORY KIT

Essential parts to use in maintaining your M2
or M3 Browning .50 cal. machine gun. Have
not had these in some time. Kit contains one
each of the following:
M7 cleaning rod, Bore Brush, Ratchet Chamber
Brush, Brush, Firing Pin Hole, Broken Shell
Extractor, Brush general cleaning M6,
M4 Cleaning Rod, Swab Holder, & 1 Qt. of LSA
cleaning oil.......................... $64.95 M2HB285

We still have .50cal BMG G.I. electric
automatic linking machines new in
the box. See our website $2995.00
M2HB273 ONLY ONE LEFT!!

LIKE NEW! .50 CAL M2HB
COMPLETE BACKPLATE
ASSEMBLY With grips,

trigger, bolt latch release,
etc.$465.00 M2HB079

5.

1919A4 .30 CAL MG PARTS
.30 CAL.
BROWNING
1919A4 SPRING
KIT

All of the good springs
in a .30 BMG. One each
of the springs for the
following parts: Cover
extr, rear sight leaf
spring, belt holding
pawl, trigger, barrel
lock. SARCO SPECIAL
PRICE for 1919A4
Spring Kit......... $6.95
or 3 for...........$17.95
A4127

See our website for Browning
1919A4, A5, A6, M37, 1917 Water
Cooled, ANM2, etc…

U.S. BROWNING .30 CAL. &
7.62MM M.G. BARRELS

A4028 1919A4 barrel .308 cal VG full
chrome lined barrel.... $79.95
A4185 1919A4 U.S. G.I. barrels in
.30-06 Good Cond
.................................. $99.00
Email Dave for availability

BACK AGAIN

See our website or email Dave.

4.

www.sarcoinc.com

Check our website!!
.........$49.00 A4282

1919A4 OR A6 EXTENDED BOLT HANDLE
Gives you a
good solid
1 1/4"
“grab” on the
charging handle. All for only
................................. $9.95 A4207

PARTS FOR .22 LR CAL BROWNING
MACHINE GUNS & CONVERSIONS

1.
2.
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1919A4 250 RD
PEDESTAL AMMO
CAN!

For M37 Browning Machine Please go to our website for
Gun parts as used in tanks, the following Machine Gun
see our website!
Mounts and Mount parts.

FINALLY IN !!

20mm HAND LINKERS. Normally $59.95 each
Take advantage of our BULK SALE!
10 for $250.00 25 for $500.00 TOOL047

.50 cal MG barrels.
Any condition. Small or large
quantity – Call or email Dave
NOTE to WASHINGTON STATE
RESIDENTS We CANNOT SHIP
a part into Washington State
that will work only in a
machine gun.

Offering slight improvement over the standard
Carrying Handle, this
assembly has a stronger
barrel cupping collar less
apt to bend under stress. Very limited and in
Excellent condition........... $65.00 M2HB339

PEDESTAL
MOUNTS!

Check our website!!
......$40.00 A4283

BULKSALE

WANTED TO BUY:

ISRAELI .50 CAL. M2
BARREL CARRIER
HANDLE

Accurate new made
steel water can
used by infantry.
This is the infantry
version with the
raised edge on the
bottom to protect
the drainage plug.
Very limited!........$75.00 A4275

1919A4 100
RD AMMO CAN!

Made from A2 tool steel and hard chrome plated for
durability. Needed for safe and reliable operation of
your MG. Finally available again......$40.00 A4056

See our website for the USGI CRADLE & CAN HOLDER for .30/.50
CAL Browning Machine Guns

1917 INFANTRY MODEL WATER CAN

It was a sell out &
small lot available.
Orig G.I. Browning M6 combination wrench.... $19.95 TOOL037

COMPLETE RIVET
SET FOR 1919A4 BROWNING

Thousands of Sarco rivets sets
sold.................... $35.00 A4052

M25 Pedestal Mounts, M31C Pedestal
Mounts, New Original Travel Bar for MK
93 Mount, GI ammo can holder for MK
64 & MK 94 cradle assembly, Swedish
Model 36 water cooled MG AA Tripod,
Parts for Tripods and T&E’s, for M2,
M122, Ms, 1917 water cooled and M63
parts have for all.
Email Dave at mgdave@sarcoinc.com

U.S. G.I. PINTLES & T&E’s
Hard to come by any more.

1. Pintle for M2 or M3 tripod with nut &
bolt....................... $49.95 MNT116
2. Trav. & Elev mechanism for .50 cal
M3 Tripod.......... $195.00 MNT022
3. T&E mechanism for M2 & M122
tripod,VG to Exc. cond., orig G.I.
...........................$175.00 MNT021

RARE & HARD TO GET .30 CAL. BMG (ALL MODELS) GOODIES

1917 water cooled blank adapter.... $75.00
1917 w.c. sight parts:
Windage screw bushing.................. $12.00
Windage knob................................. $12.00
Rear st. leaf spring.......................... $17.50
1917 w.c. proper backplate assy
............................................ $95.00 A4153
1917/1919 Brass Starter tab, WW1
...............................................$7.95 A4278
A4 late adjustable front sight post
............................................ $19.95 A4237

.50 CAL MG PARTS
& ACCESSORIES
MORE .50 CAL GOODIES

1. New G.I. .50 cal M7 cleaning rod case
..................................... $19.95 M2HB302
2. New .50 cal RSG handle
..................................... $37.50 M2HB072
3. .50 cal M7 Cleaning Rod.............. $29.95,
3/................................. $79.95 M2HB274
4. Ramo type QCB barrel handle &
bracket assy ............................. $150.00
5. Ramo type QCB plastic barrel handle,
plastic only .................................$50.00
6. M3 Bolt Stripped, exc., new
................................................... $475.00
7. M3 Bolt Complete, exc., new
................................................... $675.00
8. M4 Swab Section- this goes on the end of
the M4 cleaning rod to clean out the bolt
....................................... $6.95 M2HB263
9. New G.I. M2HB back plate grips
..............................$12.50 ea. M2HB020
10. RSG and Rear grips dress up your
M2HB – 2 backplate grips and RSG
handle, new
..................................... $49.95 M2HB158
11. .50 cal RSG handle, used
..................................... $12.00 M2HB296
12. 779-9739 Firing Protrusion Gage
....................................................$30.00
13. 710-6326 Oil Buffer Rod gage
....................................................$36.50
14. 745-8406 Firing pin hole gage
....................................................$22.50
15. .50 Cal MG One pc cleaning rod/USGI orig
.............................. $25.00 EA. M2HB042

.50 CAL M2HB BARRELS, STELLITE

Good Condition $595.00 M2HB196

TM1055-213-25
THE CLASSIC .50 MANUAL

With all the exploded views and tech data
.......................................$12.95 SB021

6. A6 Jacket. New..................$100.00 A4109
7.	
Complete Set of rivets for a .30 BMG receiver
................$35.00 ea. 3 for $99.50 A4052
8. Metal clip for bottom of pistol grip
to latch back the T&E mech
............................................ $12.95 A4236
9. M1917 W.C. Top Cover latch, new... $65.00
10.	M2 tripod traversing Bar.... $50.00 MNT040
11. M2 tripod pintle lock assy..$45.00 MNT082
12. New original blue 1917 muzzle
gland – couple only.............. $44.95 A4260

RARE AND HARD TO GET .50 BMG GOODIES

13. Orig. G.I. new 1917 WC plastic grips
....................................... $19.95/pr A4250
14. 1919A5 retracting bar (handle) in
orig G.I. wrap....................... $75.00 A4272
15. 1919A4 Original safety bar – very
seldom seen......................... $99.95 A4273
16. 1919A4, 1917 etc. Browning right
hand front cartridge stop, new......... $5.95,
3 for..................................... $14.95 A4105
17. A4 Small Diameter Lock Ring (goes between
the booster and the bearing)...$7.50 A4011

Note: The following .50 cal items are still

1. .50 cal chuting - email Dave
available on our website.
2. .50BMG barrel erosion gage #727-4725. $300.00
M2HB281 New backplate refurb kit
3. Aircraft barrel shrouds
M2HB267 Extended cover latch
A. New M3 w/booster....................... $200.00
B. Used ANM2 w/front bearing........ $125.00
M2HB294 Ultimate dress up kit
C. New M3 w/booster, some pitting..... $65.00
M2HB283 Watercooled tool kit
D. Exc. to new ANM2 w/front beari.. $200.00
4. Backplate grip nut spanner tool.......... $22.50
5. Barrel Carrier Assy............................. $39.50
6.	
Bore erosion gauge 4933-317-2503 new
....................................................$19.95 M2HB274
........................................................... $99.50
7. Broken Shell Extractor M2HB015......... $14.95
8.	
Cleaning Rod, G.I. one piece rod. The best!
M2HB042............................................. $14.95
9. Complete M19 .50 cal M2HB Blank Firing
Device. This is one cool one. In the new G.I.
...................................................... $9.95 M2HB302
silver bag M2HB309.......................... $595.00
10. Complete set of rivets for a .50 M2 receiver, (74
small and 6 big rivets)......................... $49.95
11. Flash Hider Assy................................. $37.50
12.	G.I. tool for removal of M2 .50 backplate screw
& also as a bonus removal of water cooled M2
.50 packing gland. M2HB240................ $16.50
13.	Grip firing handle for M3AA mount #B290191,
New ................................................... $45.00
14.	Link catcher bag with zipper button snaps on to
cradle assy – new G.I. M2HB279........... $35.00
5 for $9.95 M2HB129
15. M2 .50cal MG Water Jacket M2HB331
....................................................... $1000.00
We have most parts for the M3 .50
16. 50 cal. M2 ratchet chamber cleaning brush
M2HB143.......................$5.95, 3 for $11.95
cal machine guns. Both in new G.I.
17. M3 traversing T&E bar MNT031........... $75.00
and also “deco”condition.
18. M3 tripod pintle lock assy MNT075...... $50.00
19. Original .50 cal M2 watercooled link bag
Email or call Dave for your needs.
D34388......................................... $99.95 ea.
20. Orig. M85 barrel – fair bore VG out.. $495.00
We always have M10 chargers in
21. Sideplate trigger (M63 mount)............. $75.00
22. Steel night vision scope mount for all Brown
stock. We also have M10 charger parts
in .50 cal stock # 5855-911-0703. Clamps on
to gun. Also good to mount a scope..... $99.95
23. WWII belt holding pawl pin................. $15.00
24. WWII trigger bar pin............................ $15.00
25.	Water cooled .50 bronze barrel bushing for
Projects – We still have a few of some lower
trunion............................................... $65.00
grade parts for dummy guns –
26. Wrenches (2) for .50 cal water cooled – orig.
no more sets.
G.I. holding plus adjusting wrenches for
Email or call Dave for what’s available
adjusting the breech end packing gland
M2HB283............................................. $49.95
27. .50 G.I. late ammo can holder for all .50 cal
We still have our M2HB .50 cal survival
mounts, new MNT025....................... $175.00
packs (M2HB001) & our Survival Spring
28. .50 BMG M3 Tripod, T&E Mechanism, GI,
VG-Exc MNT022............................... $195.00
Kit (M2HB003). Please check our website.
29. .50 cal M3 tripod mount hood M2HB171$14.95
30. .50 cal spare barrel cover U.S M2HB093.$14.95
31. M2 .50 cal Feed Tray Protector A4287.$29.95 33. .50 M2HB Retracting slide assembly
................................................ $325.00 M2HB014
32. M3 .50cal top cover M2HB332........... $195.00

.50 CAL M7 CLEANING ROD

CARRY CASE FOR .50 CAL M7
CLEANING ROD

We have a used .50 cal Barret
Rifle in our showroom for
sale! Give us a Call !!

50 CAL BRONZE BORE BRUSHES

NOTE: .50 CAL DUMMY GUN

HISTORIC EUROPEAN AND JAPANESE WW2 AXIS ITEMS FOR COLLECTIONS,
STATIC DISPLAYS, THEATRICAL AND REENACTING

www.sarcoinc.com
BACK IN STOCK!!

BACK IN STOCK!!

WW2 GERMAN ZELTBAHN

Available in Splinter One pc.........................................................................$50.00 each,
3 pcs for................................................................$135.00 MISC626

GERMAN WW2 ZELTBAHN POLE STAKE SET

Your choice of color canvas case:
Splinter Camo Pole Stake Set..............................$35.00 MISC682C
Green Pole Stake Set........................................... $32.00 MISC682G

POLE BAG ONLY

Green.................................................................... $14.00 MISC683G
Splinter Camo.......................................................$15.00 MISC683C

Below material is based on 1 meter x 58" & can be sold
as a continuous length if you want more than a meter.

GERMAN
DOT-44
CAMOUFLAGE
$16.95/
1 meter
MISC407

GERMAN
SPLINTER
CAMOUFLAGE
$16.95/ 1
meter MISC396

GERMAN WW2 FALSCHIRMJAGER
BANDOLIER
Splinter camouflage $23.99 ea,
or 2 for $40.00 MISC513 We also
have a small number of German
“Dot-44” Camoflauge Bandoliers
$20.00 MISC508

GERMAN FLAGS

All are 3’x5’, 100% cotton, and with loop
and cord like the originals.

GERMAN IRON CROSS FLAG
3x5 feet, Cotton
with cord.
SALE! $18.95
FLAG08

GERMAN SS FLAG
3x5 feet, Cotton with
cord. SALE! $18.95
FLAG04

WW2 GERMAN SS POLICE
FLAG Cotton 3x5 foot
SALE! $18.95
FLAG31

WEHRMACHT HIGH COMMAND SWALLOW
TAIL FLAG
Size @ 60"x 35"

SALE! $18.95
FLAG25

GERMAN WW2 HITLER YOUTH
GAUFELDZEICHEN
FLAG Cotton, size
3’x5’ SALE! $18.95
FLAG35

GERMAN WW2
FUHRER
STANDARD

Cotton, size 32" x
36" SALE! $18.95
FLAG36

LUFTWAFFE
COMMAND
GENERAL FLAG

Cotton, 3’x 5’ $15.00 FLAG23

GERMAN IMPERIAL
WWI FLAG
3’x5’ cotton
SALE! $18.95
FLAG27

NAZI PARTY
FLAG

(Unembroidered)
SALE! $18.95
FLAG05

GERMAN STATE
REICH FLAG

SALE! $18.95

FLAG06

GERMAN OAKLEAF TYPE B,
CAMOUFLAGE
MATERIAL
$16.95/
1 meter MISC460

REICH WW2 METAL GERMAN
WALL PLAQUES
Our new made plaques are
cast in aluminum, polishedSmall plaque, 15 inch
$22.95 MISC371
Large plaque, 27 inch$50.00 MISC372

WWII GERMAN
PANZERFAUST
INSTRUCTIONS

We have accurately copied
the original issue instructions provided to the
soldier when issued the
Panzerfaust 60 Launchers .
...................$5.00 SB170

SOLDBUCH (book)
$6.75 SB168

WW2 GERMAN MP40
OPERATORS MANUAL

German language military
manual issued with the MP40
SMG. 23 pages $9.95 SB191

FINNISH WW2 ANTITANK MANUAL
Shows use of German
weapons .$7.00 SB169

MAUSER K98 RIFLE
BOOKLET

JUST IN !!

German Small Skull Badge
..................................$8.00
Gold Reich Eagle Badge
Blade @5-7/8"
..................................$8.00
Overall Length @11.5"
Sports Badge
..................................$8.00
A great Trench Knife Easily wielded for defense or sentry
Condor Legion Tank Badge
removal due to its sleek profile and convenience of attachment
..................................$8.00
to boot, belt, backpack, car door, or anywhere that a scabbard
Close Combat Badge
clip of over 4" long will insert. New made with German mark..................................$8.00
ings, grooved wood grips and steel blade. Finally back in stock! War Merit Cross Badge
.....................................................................$29.95 BAY269 ..................................$8.00
Luftwaffe/Early Badge
..................................$8.00

BACK INSTOCK!!
K98 BAYONET WITH BAKELITE GRIPS, WWII

Finally we have them
back in stock! Beautiful late manufacturer
K98 Bayonet & Scabbard with bakelite/plastic grips w/markings. New condition........................................................ $39.95 BAY254

WW2 GERMAN MILITARY
SS OFFICER HAT, BLACK
WOOL
NEW MFR.
(SIZES
7-1/4",
7-1/2", 7-5/8")
$45.00
MISC379

GERMAN M35
HELMET WWII

GERMAN
A- FRAME
with Combat
Pack
$37.95
MISC383
A-Frame
alone
$21.00
MISC625

$29.95
MISC716

GERMAN BALKENKREUZ
‘VEHICLE CROSS’ FLAG
SALE! $18.95
$22.00 FLAG21

GERMAN
KREIGSMARINE
WAR ENSIGN FLAG
3’x5’,cotton SALE!
$18.95
FLAG07

Same style rod issued with German
flare gun holsters
during the war. New mfr./ steel. Fits
perfectly in original and reproduction
German WW2 flare gun holsters
............................. $12.95 CLN169

REVERSIBLE SPLINTER
CAMOUFLAGE
PONCHO
One size fits all
adults 5’ and
taller $44.95
MISC945

We still have WW2 Fallschirmjager
Jumpsuits in stock, in both Splinter
and Green! See our website!!

GERMAN
WW2 MINE SIGN

$18.95 FLAG34

BACK IN STOCK!!
GERMAN FLARE GUN
CLEANING ROD, WW2

‘Feldgrau’ Green...
$34.95 HLM037
Afrika Korps Tan...
$34.95 HLM058

Reprint of original WW2
German manual
$6.95 SB171

GERMAN SS
HEINRICH HIMMLER
FLAG 3’x5’, cotton SALE!

Metal badges. New. From left to
right: Infantry Assault Badge /
Silver.................... $6.00 MISC850
Luftwaffe Flak Battery Badge /
Silver.....................................................................$6.00 MISC851
Wound Badge / Silver............................................$6.00 MISC852
Luftwaffe Late Model Eagle / Silver........................$6.00 MISC853

JUST GOT MORE GERMAN
BADGES IN!

GERMAN WW2
MODEL 35
GAS MASK
CAN

@13.5" long, 8.25" high.
$16.95 MISC616

Turn the page for a few more German items!!

GERMAN WW2 UNIFORM BREAST BADGE EMBLEMS

GERMAN BOOT KNIFE SCABBARD

Steel boot knife scabbard as issued in
WW2. This is a superb scabbard for
multiple size fighting or utility knives.
Scabbard is 6-3/8" long which allows for
standard WW1 & 2 ‘trench knives’ and
accepts numerous contemporary sleek
fighting knives like the ‘Undercover’
blade shown above. Will fit up to 7/8" ‘width’ tapered blades. Steel 2-1/4" clip
assures firm attachment to the boot or waistline................... $12.95 BAY270
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GERMAN
BREADBAG WITH
STRAP AND WW2
MARKINGS

COMBAT PACK

Soldier canvas pack
used with the A frame
$19.95 MISC406

$19.95 MISC403

GERMAN WWI
GAS MASK CAN

$22.95 MISC553

GERMAN WW2 GAS
MASK CAN
Excellent new
made. Comes
complete with
straps. Made
to hold the gas
mask, but we
like it for storing ammo, for
static displays, reenacting,
or toting around your beer
packed in ice! $32.95
MISC377

GERMAN WW2 ERA / SPANISH CIVIL WAR DRAGER GAS
MASK W/ CAN, STRAPS, FILTER, AND
LENS INSERTS PACKAGE
Original gas mask from the Spanish
Civil War era when Nazi Germany manufactured the gas masks for their troops
and allies, like Franco of Spain. While
they last! SALE!........ $65.00 MISC815

FLAG POLE ‘ TOPPERS ’ (FINIALS), OF THE THIRD REICH

A. German NSDAP Flag Topper, Late style..................................$24.95 MISC830
@9-3/4 “ high, 9.25" across, Hole 15/16"
Inner diameter
B. German Army Flag Topper, (finial)
................................... $27.95 MISC845
@10" high,4.5" wide, 1" Hole Inner
diameter
C. German NSDAP Flag Topper,
Early Style................... $29.95 MISC829
A.
B.
C.
@7.5" high,@8" across.
.......................... Screw in type mounting.
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G43 RIFLE AMMUNITION POUCH

G43 Magazines
.............................. $44.95 G43001
G43 Canvas Magazine Pouch
.............................. $12.95 G43002
GERMAN IRON
CROSS AWARD
$9.95 MISC624

GERMAN MP40 TAN
POUCH SET:
Two 3-cell
pouches
$19.95
MP4012

MP40 MAG
LOADER
$23.95 MP4004

MP40 POUCH
SET IN GREEN
WW2 marked.
New $19.95
MP4009

MP44
POUCH SET:

Two 3-cell pouches.
$32.95 MP44005

WW2 GERMAN STENCILS
All steel reusable stencils for
decorating boxes, vehicles,
display items etc. See our
web site for more details.

SS EMBLEM
WWII STENCIL
$15.00
MISC318

29TH ITALIAN SS DIVISION
Steel / 6.5" x 8"
$9.50 MISC700

17TH SS DIVISION
Steel / 6.5" x 8"
$9.50 MISC701

‘WOLFS HOOK’ DUTCH NSSK
Steel/ 6.5" x 8"
$9.50 MISC702

1ST SS DIVISION
Steel / 6.5" x 8"
$9.50 MISC703

GERMAN MILITARY POLICE
ORDNANCE STENCIL
$9.50 MISC704

MP40 SMG CARRY BAG

GERMAN WW2 RAD EMBLEM

Green
$29.00
MP40013-G

Steel / 7-3/4"x 7"
$9.50 MISC705

Tan
$29.00
MP40013-T

WWII GERMAN VEHICLE
STENCIL 8" x 6.5"
$10.00 MISC726

IMPERIAL GERMAN EAGLE
DECAL
Water soluble.
2 inch
diameter
$4.00 DECAL11

GERMAN WW2 HELMET
CARRIER
Fasten your M35,
M40 & M42
helmet to your
gear! New
$16.95 HLM036

GERMAN SHOVEL
COVER

$18.00 MISC794

WW2 GERMAN
OFFICER LEATHER
MAP CASE
Brown $24.95
MISC963-BRN
Black $24.95
MISC963-BLK

GERMAN WW2 RUBBER STAMP
SET / 6 PC.
$37.95 STAMP03

GERMAN WW2 RUBBER STAMP SET / 4
PC. $39.00 STAMP17
GERMAN WW2 RUBBER STAMP SET / 8
PC. $52.00 STAMP16

JUST IN!

GERMAN PANZERSCHRECK LAUNCHER SHIELD

Our new made shield is stamped out of steel and has the glass
hangers (no glass)........................................ $50.00 MISC461

Klein rocket is full size..........$60.00 RL004

JUST IN !!

(Inert)

(Inert)

M79 GRENADE LAUNCHER !!
$385.00 REP42

Flip back to our p.17 and see our big ad on the M79 Grenade Launcher!

PANZERFAUST KLEIN WW2 ROCKET LAUNCHER

Our steel Panzerfaust has a full size
(Inert)
inert rocket with fins that can be
removed from the tube. Also a sight
/ trigger assy., with movable cocking
piece and trigger button that works. This is the correct style launcher - not the ‘cobbled
together’ reproduction found elsewhere and sold as ‘original style’. Full size and totally inert.
New....................................................................................................... $145.00 MISC684

Standard Potato Masher grenade as used by
German troops in WW2. $24.95 MISC464

JUST IN!! RPG-2 ROCKET (I N E R T)
These rockets are great for completCONGO RIFLE ing your RPG-2 display or in using as
a similar alternative for RPG-7 display
GRENADE
launchers as it has the same classic
tapered look................. $100.00 RL005
(INERT)

JUST

$49.95
AM196

IN !!

Flip back
to our
page 17
and see
our big
ad on the
Congo
Grenade!

Panzerfaust ‘Gretchen’ 30 Meter Launcher & Rocket
Second model of the German WW2 Panzerfaust was
referred to as the ‘Gretchen’ or ‘Faustpatrone 1’. Essentially improving the earlier ‘Klein’ version by utilizing a
larger tube and rocket with increased explosive penetration. All steel, this inert version is full size and comes
with markings..................................... $180.00 RL022

JUST
IN!

The famed potato masher
of WW2 New mnfr., inert. /
wood & steel construction
with ceramic ball and cord
on inside and sprocket base
cap.......... $24.95 MISC861

AK47 30rd
Korean, exc cond.
$14.99 AK057

For the M1, M1A1 & M9 Bazookas.
Completely inert, new made, and perfect for display or reenactments
.............................. $39.95 MISC447

The improved German ‘Potato Masher’
grenade from WW2. Our wood and steel
replica is full size and comes with appropriate WW2 markings.. $29.95 MISC677

Made from
wood and metal.
$29.95
MISC678
Inert

STEYR MPI SMG
MAGAZINE

RIFLE MAGAZINES

M1 Carbine
30rd, new
$16.95 CRB008

M6A3 HIGH EXPLOSIVE
ROCKET (INERT)

M43 GERMAN WW2
STICK GRENADE

M39-B GERMAN WW2
SMOKE GRENADE

This mag is for the MPI
69/81 Submachine Gun. 32
Rounds, 9x19 Parkerized,
new old stock
.................. $65.00 MPI11

COLT M16, 30 rd. Mag.
Good Condition
$14.95 AR267, COLT
M16, 30 rd. Mag. Excellent
Condition $22.50 AR393

M1 Carbine
15rd, new
$11.95
CRB010

SKS 75 rd.
Drum
$79.95
SKS099

MACHINE GUN, ETC. MAGAZINES

AK47 25RD FULL
SIZE MAGAZINE

Full size AK 25 rd. Polymer
magazine which has an
insert for .22 cal. ammo
installed so the gun will still
present itself as a standard
AK47........................$29.95 RM91

PPSH41/22 50
ROUND DRUM

............$149.95 RM78
AR15/M16 50rd
drum, new $79.95
AR422

Glock 50rd drum, new
$85.00 GLK17022

AK47 75rd drum, new
$69.95 AK007

H&K MP5K
15rd, 9mm
$49.95
RPM321

MORE RIFLE/SMG/ LMG, LARGE CAPACITY MAGAZINES
AK47 40RD, NEW MFG.....................$16.75 RM74
AR15/M16 Orlite composite 30 rd 5.56mm
................................................. $14.95 AR126
BREN LMG, 30rd, .303............................... $8.00,
10/.......................................................$39.95,
200/..................................... $400.00 BREN007
BREDA 30 LMG, 30rd....................$200.00 RM52
CETME (C), 20rd, .308......................$8.95 CET008
CHATELLERAULT M24/29 LMG, 25rd, 7.5mm
.................................................. $40.00 RM27
DANISH M40/M1941, 100rd Drum, 8mm
........................................... $250.00 MISC287
DP28, 47rd drum, 7.62mm........... $25.00 DP2806
DPT, 30rd drum, 7.62mm............ $30.00 MISC220
FND LMG, .30-06, 20rd................ $20.00 FND005
GALIL BLANK FIRING MAGAZINE, 35 rd, .223
..................................................$8.95 GAL097
GALIL 10rd BLANK FIRING mag, Orig 10rd
.................................................. $8.95 GAL106
GALIL 35rd steel mag................... $19.95 GAL093
Glock 50rd 9mm drum, new......$85.00 GLK17022
Glock 50rd 40cal S&W drum
............................................$85.00 GLK17023

M8 SPOTTING RIFLE 20RD MAG, .50CAL
........................................... $125.00 106R021
MAS 38 SMG, 32rd, 9mm................ $25.00 RM26
MG34 50rd BELT, 8mm................ $5.95 MG34075
Mini 14, 30rd, .223..................... $25.00 MIN1404
MP34 SMG, 32rd, 9mm................... $35.00 RM32
OERLIKON DRUM, 20mm....... $275.00 MCAN017
PPSH 41 DRUM, 71rd, 7.62......... $40.00 MISC269
SOLOTHURN S-100 20mm rifle, new original.
Only 6 AVAILABLE!..................$150.00 RM90
STEN SMG, 32rd, 9mm...............SALE!! $11.95,
3/............................................... $29.95 STN007
SWEDISH K SMG, 30rd, 9mm..... $45.00 SWK038
Swiss KE7 Neuhausen LMG, fits 8mm Mauser &
.303 rds.............................................. $9.95 RM85
RPD Drum w/100rd belt. New or like new
................................................. $35.00 RPD14
THOMPSON SMG, 20rd................ $34.95 TMP073
THOMPSON SMG, 30rd, .45......... $30.00 TMP074
UZI SMG, 25rd, 9mm..................... $18.95 UZI099
YUGO.M56 SMG, 30rd, 7.62............ $45.00 RM45
ZB-26 LMG, 20rd, 8mm (fits 8mm Bren & the
new FG42 Semi-Auto)................ $49.95 RM55
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PLEASE NOTE:

GERMAN PANZERFAUST KLEIN ROCKET

Almost sold out!
Get your spare now!

SARCO HAS ORIGINAL COLT
MANUFACTURED 30 RD.
ALUMINUM MAGAZINES IN
GREAT SHAPE WITH
MARKINGS

Two conditions:
COLT M16, 30 rd. Mag.
/ Good Condition
........... $14.95 AR267
COLT M16, 30 rd. Mag.
/ Excellent to Like New
Condition
.............................. $22.50 AR393

G3 20 RD. MAGAZINES

Used serviceable, 4 for...... $15.95 G3120

No dummy grenades to California Some States may have restrictions
on ownership of INERT grenades.
Check your local & State laws.

M26 LEMON GRENADE
(INERT)
No striker assembly
$11.00 AM191

GERMAN WW2 M39 EGG
GRENADE
Accurate inert steel
reproduction with detachable
Fuse assy. Full Size.
.................. $22.95 MISC680

U.S. PINEAPPLE
GRENADE (INERT)
No striker assembly
$16.50 AM026

M11A3 WWII DUMMY RIFLE
GRENADE

Repainted
and may have
minor storage dings on fins. These don't
exist anymore
......................... $34.95 AM125 (Inert)

50 Hilton Street, Easton PA 18042
610.250.3960 Fax: 610.438.2548

www.sarcoinc.com

U.S. WW2 GRENADE ‘SPOON’

Correct long spoon used on WW2 and Korean War era Pineapple
Grenades. This type
cups over the top of the
Fuse Head and has
the long handle with
mechanically stamped
long ‘Y’ stiffener. Almost
impossible to find today. We have a limited number
in stock. ‘Spoon’ only,
New................. $9.95 each
or 3 for.... $24.00 MISC827
Also available, a very limited
number of original inert WW2
Fuse Heads which accept the
‘Spoon’ above. Fuse Head in
inert, good condition. Long
gone from the market !!!!
........................................... $12.95 each
or 3 for.............................. $34.00 AM197

CLAYMORE MINE
AND CARRY BAG

W/INSTRUCTIONS (INERT)

Inert reproduction Claymore Mine with carrying bag
with water proof instructions makes a great display
or reenactor item! Comes with folding legs and screw
on fuze holders. In use since Vietnam & still a favorite
defensive measure! Limited availability
............................................................................................................ $69.95 MISC589

M31 INERT
IN !!
ROCKET JUST
Full size steel & aluminum
rifle grenade initially brought
forth in the late 1950s and
served till about 1972 with the
Army & Marine Corps., eventually being replaced by the
LAW Rocket. Inert, new. Very
Limited....... $59.95 MISC875

PANZERFAUST 60
ROCKET

Full size,
steel, reproduction
German WWII
Panzerfaust 60, inert rocket.
Available in 2 colors:
Tan...................... $75.00 RL003T
Green................. $75.00 RL003G

GERMAN STICK GRENADE KEYCHAIN

Fun way to handle your keys! 4-1/4" long wooden stick grenade
ensures a positive grip. Printed with Original WW2 German markings
and the Sarco Website imprinted on the handle........$5.00 MISC785

HEAVILY TESTED
AK-47 MAGAZINE

Sarco has just received
what may be the best,
most durable, and
high performance AK
magazine on the market. Critically tested for
reliable feed, locking,
and ease of use, this
magazine is synthetic
and has survived the
grueling ‘Serb’ method
of mag testing. 7.62x39 with 30
rd. capacity. New
RM102............................$19.95
3 for.................... $16.95 each
10 for.................. $14.95 each

VIGNERON
MAGAZINE 9MM
LOADER
$7.95 ea,
or 3 for $20.00
MAGLOAD007

RHODESIAN KOMMANDO
MAGAZINE,
25 RD.

A relic of the
African Bushwars
and the chief defense gun for farmers in Rhodesia during the 1970s
.......................... $29.95 $34.95 RPM389

AR15/M16 100RD DRUM

Front of drum is colored while the rear is
clear to see remaining rounds. The package comes with a dust cover, a mag loader
and a carrying case.
Tan with black pouch.... $99.95 AR383T
Green with green pouch.$99.95 AR383G
Black with black pouch
.................................. $115.00 AR383B

ABOUT HIGH CAPACITY MAGAZINES:
Although we try to stay abreast of current State
gun laws, it is a herculean task with over 20,000
laws on the books. By ordering, you are stating
that you are complying with your Local & State
laws. Most States allow large capacity magazines.
Some do not. If you are unsure on this issue,
contact your Local or State law enforcement to
confirm what is allowed. This is a partial list of
States with some hi-capacity restrictions: NJ, NY,
MA, MD, HI, KS, CO, CT, IL and various county
laws therein including Chicago, D.C. CA residents
- check your laws as they are changing.

RHODESIAN RIFLE/MG MILITARY
MAGAZINES

Used in good
condition.
Sterling 34rd
9mm Magazine
........................................ $30.00 STG05
CZ26 32 rd. 9mm Magazine
...... $8.00 each or 3 for $19.95 RM59

RHODESIAN MILITARY FAL MAGAZINES

Been chasing these since Rhodesian Scouts started chasing ZANU,
ZAPU, ANC, FRELIMO, and a host of other Terror Groups. Only took us about 3 decades to get them!
7 different Rhodesian Service Magazines for your FAL and L1A1 Rifles below.
FAL METRIC 20rd. Magazine w/ Rhodie Green Camo Paint, used good
condition...............................................................................................$25.00 RM95
FAL METRIC 20 rd. Magazine Plain, NEW(old stock) – has surface grit, scuffs, oily
residue from years of storage, but cleans up well..................................$30.00 RM96
L1A1 20 rd. Magazine w/ Rhodie Green Camo Paint, used good condition
.............................................................................................................$45.00 RM99
FAL METRIC 30 rd. Magazine Plain, used good condition.....................$65.00 RM94
FAL METRIC 30 rd. Magazine w/ Rhodie Green Paint Camo, Used good condition
.............................................................................................................$75.00 RM93

ORIGINAL ISRAELI PATTERN FAL HEAVY
BARREL BIPODS Found a few only
.......................... $65.00 FAL007
We have finally obtained some
Israeli pattern heavy barrel bipod
TAKE 20%
couplers............. $64.95 FAL232
OFF LISTED Combo Special HB Bipod and
PRICE!
coupler.............$119.95 FAL287
Note: Rotation lock not included

ORIGINAL NEW OR LIKE NEW
FN PATTERN FAL HEAVY BARREL
BIPODS WITH ORIGINAL COUPLER/
FLASHIDER

Others get $100-$125 just for
the bipod FAL277 Our price
for both only...............................$94.95
These original flashider/couplers have
been unavailable for years.Bipod only
FAL273........................................$65.00
3 for........................................ $175.00
Flashider & coupler only FAL278
..................................................$39.95
Note: The coupler & flashider does not
include the rotational lock-we will have
these later.

TAKE 20% OFF LISTED PRICE!

L2A1 AUSTRALIAN HEAVY BARREL
FAL BARRELS. See our website!

GALIL RIFLE BIPOD FOR .223 &
.308 RIFLES. EARLY & LATE STYLES

Terrific lightweight Israeli military bipods
are perfect for completing your Galil rifle
parts set as many of the kits on the
market are missing them. Early style
and late style bipods have a bottle
opener and WIRE CUTTER
feature and the late style bipod
has a self contained spring and
pin for holding it onto the rifle gas block that has
mounting points.
Late Style - quick detachable with spring loaded pin.
Original steel military bipods in very good condition.
Very lean, but very strong for a weight of .8 lbs!
Keeps the barrel @ 12" off of the ground
..................................................... $49.95 GAL090
Early Style – mounts to the gun by way of a pin
(pin included).................................$39.95 GAL089

We have Belgian FAL Sniper Scope
Cans, Large (FAL258) & Small (FAL259)
- See our website!

NEW FAL METRIC GAS TUBES

New original FN Pattern Chrome Lined
FAL Gas Tubes...............$19.95 FAL220
Original Israeli new gas tube
......................................$19.95 FAL237
Note our new lower price above on FAL gas tubes.
Gunsmith punches (TOOL055), FAL rear sling swivel
assembly (FAL074), L1A1/FAL belt boot (L1A1044),
Original New Israeli FAL heavy Barrel stock & forend set
(FAL147)....You can find all these items on our website!!

FAL GAS PLUGS – BACK IN STOCK !
Been out of these for a while and hard to
find. Works for metric and inch pattern!
.....................................$35.00 FALM011

ORIGINAL EXC NEW – ISRAELI FALO HEAVY
BARREL BUTTPLATE ASSEMBLY

FAL RIFLE
***NEW...FAL STEEL BUTTPLATE...NEW***
Beautiful newly mnfr’d buttplate for
Metric FAL buttstocks. Black oxide
finish
................................$9.00 FAL128

L1A1 FULL AUTO SAFETY SEAR

.................................$14.95 L1A1025
Not for sale to Washington state

NEW ORIGINAL METRIC FAL
BUTTSTOCK WITH HARDWARE

Complete and ready to install! Always
difficult to find complete stocks!
............................... $49.95 FALM078
Manufacturers…Sarco has contracted thousands of reproduction line items in metal,
wood, leather & canvas products from different
vendors. We would be pleased to hear from new
Manufacturing vendors who can offer their
services. Contact Mark or Dave. Email at
mdotten@sarcoinc.com
or mgdave@sarcoinc.com

FAL TOOLS

1. Magazine Loader, (stripper clip guide)
PN-1135-1505 2 for...........$5.75 FAL167
2. Broken shell extractor.......$5.95 BSE013
3. Chamber cleaning tool.......$2.95 FAL171
4. Buttstock removal tool.... $14.95 FAL127
5. Special 1 of each of the 4 tools above
.......................................$32.00 FAL265
6. Israeli 5 function combination tool –
Israeli marked................ $9.95 TOOL038
7. Extractor Tool................. $25.00 FAL302

Found a few like new...
ARGENTINE FAL HANDGUARD SETS
Original $39.95 FAL294
BRITISH FAL/L1A1 SNIPER CHEEK PAD

Rarely found on the surplus
market, this leather cheek
pad is uniquely designed
to fit the tapered FAL stock
and provide comfort and a
slight incline for the cheek
to rest when using the sniper scope.
Black..................................... $20.00 FAL288-BLK
Tan........................................$20.00 FAL288-TAN

FAL METRIC CARRY
HANDLE
Original FAL
carrying handles are
back in stock.
NEW
Supplies limited
ITEM!
$16.50 FAL031

Fereday & Sons style Rhodesian
Bush War bandolier used for
holding FAL or G3 magazines.
Also has two straps for holding grenades, shoulder straps,
and waist strap which will work
up through a 2XL size torso! A
great lightweight patrol rig. Will hold similar
sized mags. Magazines NOT included. Shown for
display purposes only.............$22.95 MISC336

EARLY STYLE ORIGINAL FAL BIPOD
Excellent condition FAL bipod mounts easily
to the barrel by way of a locking mount pin.
Difficult to find these. We have a very
limited supply. Really Rare!
................................. $135.00 FAL321

FAL REAR SLING SWIVEL ASSY. EARLY ORIGINAL FAL ‘GRIP’ OILERS
Swivel plate, shim, 2 screws
and swivel are ready to assemble on your FAL Metric
buttstock. Base is @26mm long by 12mm
wide. Strangely it has been difficult to find
these for many years, but now we finally
have nice clean sets!............. $9.95 FAL074

FAL MAGAZINE LOADERS
Original Military
2 for......................$4.95
FAL167

Hard to find, synthetic lock in
style oilers which insert into the
pistol grip and lock in place. We
have both of the types shown with WIRE loop clip (A above),
and with PLASTIC rectangle
fastener (B above). These are used
in the standard hollow synthetic ‘C’
grip as shown above.
Excellent condition.
A. FAL oiler with wire lock
$4.95, 3 for $11.95 OIL040
B. FAL oiler with plastic lock
$8.95, 3 for $23.95 OIL041

NEW
ITEM!

A LUCKY FIND!

GO TO OUR WEB SITE FOR NEW
ORIGINAL KNUCKLE PIVOT BOLTS FOR
FAL PARA FOLDING STOCKS

Brand new original
NEW!
ITEM
Belgium Fabrique National – Composite
pebble grain stock
........................................................ $24.50 ea,
3 for......................................... $59.95 FALB020

RHODESIAN RIFLE BAG – LINED, W/
RHODESIAN LIGHT INFANTRY CARTOUCHE

Grass camouflage pattern as used in the
Rhodesian bush wars by Rhodesian soldiers,
Mercenaries, and South African constabulary
security forces. This gun bag has a sling for
carrying, soft lined interior, brass zipper, and
imprinted RLI emblem. 45.5" long. Perfect for
AKs, AR15s, M1 Garands, some FALs and similar sized rifles. Excellent value!
....................................................................................................................... $24.95 ea,
5 for.......................................................................................................$100.00 MISC519

Note About Shipping:

Sarco deals with a lot of material that is very difficult to
find and much of the original wartime material undergoes refinishing, manipulation, and repair as needed.
With this in mind, we are not Amazon… While our
aspiration is to ship your order quickly, some items may
take a little more time to prepare so please be patient!
Most orders go out quickly.

PROJECT BARRELS FOR THE RUGER® 10/22®

PLEASE NOTE:

PLEASE NOTE: .17 HMR is for 10/22 Magnum rifles only! This is not a recommended
conversion as you would need a heavy bolt and heavy recoil spring. Chamber pressure
is too great and is problematic in semi autos. This is only for the advanced gun builder
and when assembled, should be carefully checked by a qualified gunsmith.

We have moved our individual extensive FAL,
L1A1, & FN FAL parts listings to our website.
Please check there for these. If you have no
access to the Internet we will be happy to mail
you a copy.

www.sarcoinc.com
info@sarcoinc.com

Original FN contract scope mount for
the FAL rifle. Each mount is fastened
to a standard metal FAL rifle cover and
the mount can be reversed, depending ALMOST
SOLD
on the scope and eye relief required.
OUT!
Standard Nato lug notches are inset
for settling the scope in place. We offer two versions: Standard Stanag Mount, and
Paratrooper Stanag Mount for which there are distinct differences in the metal
cover used. These are in excellent shape, but may have some slight blemishes from
being stored for 20+ years. SARCO is selling these at a fraction of the original price!
A. STANDARD FAL STANAG MOUNT.............................................. $74.95 FAL195
B. PARATROOPER FAL STANAG MOUNT....................................... $99.95 FAL196

L1A1 PARTS & ACCESSORIES

Good to very good L1A1 Pebblegrain Stock
.......................................... $24.95 L1A1037
Used excellent L1A1 Buttplate.. $8.00 L1A1020
New Original pebble grain L1A1 pistol grip Good
Condition............................... $13.50 L1A1036
Original L1A1 Flashider............ $7.95 L1A1026

50 Hilton Street, Easton PA 18042
610.250.3960 Fax: 610.438.2548

MOUNTED ON TOP COVER FOR EASY INSTALLATION

Sarco brings you a terrific selection of
new barrels for your Ruger® 10/22®
firearms project. We offer 4 caliber selections. In some cases, these barrels just
need to be polished and crowned on the muzzle end. A few
will need other finishing touches. Compare at $99.00. See
notes below:
1. .17 caliber HM2 SS, 18 inches long 920 O.D. Ready to Go!........... $65.00 RGR007
2. .22 caliber Magnum, 4140, 24.5 inches long 920 O.D. needs to be polished and
crowned.........................................................................$39.95 $50.00 RGR003
3. .17 caliber HMR SS, 18.25 inches long 920 O.D. needs to be polished and crowned
.....................................................................................$39.95 $50.00 RGR006

With shoulder piece - just found a few
more!............................. $34.50 FAL070

Rugged utility pouch for ordnance tools and
cleaning gear. Actually used with a number of
Israeli guns, these came to us with FAL tools
which have been removed. Pouch is @6” high, by
@4” across and 3” deep. Good for tools, various
magazines, etc. Belt loop on back and also U.S.
style belt hooks so it can be used with a GI pistol
belt. Used excellent condition.
Khaki........................................ $14.95 FAL323

RHODESIAN FAL / G3 / M14 BUSH
WAR MAGAZINE CHEST RIG

Surplus from the ‘BUSH’ Wars
of the 1960/70s.
-For Metric Fal-

*****.17 HM2 REQUIRES USE OF A HEAVY BOLT.
*****.22 MAGNUM- REPLACEMENT FOR ORIGINAL GUNS ONLY. WILL NOT FIT THE
10/22 LONG RIFLE
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JUST IN! ISRAELI FAL TOOL POUCH

WE HAVE PARTS FOR FOLLOWING MGS AND
CANNON & RECOILESS RIFLE AND WE HAVE
WAY MORE THAN WE CAN FIT ON THIS LIST !!

Russian DSHK 12.7mm * Reising model 50, 55, & 60
.45 cal * Russian DP-28 * M73 .308 LMG * FND - Belgian BAR * CZ VZ23 & VZ25 SMG * Hotchkiss M1926
LMG * Alpha HMG * Canadian C-1 * 106mm Recoiless
Rifle * M8 Spotting rifle * FN made .50 MG * MG34 *
M85 U.S. .50 MG * Breda Model 30 * 57mm Recoiless
Rifle * Carl Gustav 84mm Rocket Launcher * MAS 38 SMG

WATER COOLED MG
BRASS HOSE CONNECTOR

Machined out of solid brass.
Connects the hose to the water
jacket and allows the hose to
swivel 360 degrees. Newly mfg to
original spec..... $89.95 VIC046

WE STILL HAVE OUR WWII VEHICLE RADIOS
SETS & KOREAN WAR RADIO CHESTS
SCR528, SCR506
& SCR508.
Check our website!

FAL 30RD MAG POUCH, GRASS
PATTERN CAMOUFLAGE

Made to hold
3 – 30 rd. FAL /
Bren .308 magazines. Features
a front cinching
strap, grenade
straps on the
sides, belt loop
on back to accept up to a 3.5" wide
belt, leather fastening strap, and drainage grommet hole for water
evacuation. Pouch only
...................................... $15.00 FAL317

METRIC FAL
BIPODS

Brand new original
military – FN pattern never before
available
..................... $39.95 FAL219
ALMOST GONE!!!

FAL ISRAELI PARTS
FAL007 Bipod Assembly, HB......... $52.00
FAL088 Bolt Carrier Slide Dust Cover
........................................ $14.95
FAL066 Buttstock, HB.................. $35.00
FAL128 Buttplate, STD....................$9.00
FAL067 Buttstock Buttplate Spring Bushing,
HB......................................$1.00
FAL073 Buttstock Front Ferrule, STD
...........................................$4.00
FAL031 Carry Handle, STD........... $16.50
FAL106 Cocking Handle Knob Plunger, HB
...........................................$3.00
FAL099 Extractor Spring, 1 pc........$3.00
FAL002 Flash Hider, HB................ $25.00
FAL091 Firing Pin, Used...................$6.00
FAL094 Firing Pin Head (from 2 pc Firing
Pin).....................................$5.00
FAL093 Firing Pin Retaining Pin.......$1.00
FAL092 Firing Pin Spring.................$3.00
FAL022 Front Sling Swivel Barrel Collar,
HB................................... $10.00
FAL012 Gas Plug.......................... $35.00
FAL013 Gas Regulator, HB...............$9.95
FAL237 Gas Tube......................... $19.95
FAL017 Hand Retaining Ring, HB
........................................ $15.00
FAL033 Handguard Wood Set, HB
........................................ $15.00
FAL320 Light Barrel Parts Kit
......................................$425.00
FAL059 Locking Latch Spring...........$2.25
FAL176 Lower Receiver Welded, Grade 2
........................................ $99.95
FAL049 Selector Switch Full Auto
........................................ $15.00
FAL075 Sight Base, Rear - 700 Meters, HB
...........................................$6.95
FAL074 Sling Swivel Assembly, Rear
...........................................$9.95
FAL323 Tool Pouch....................... $14.95

FAL METRIC PARTS

FAL246

Blank firing adapter Israeli
...................................... $14.95
Belgium butt swivel, orig,
brand new......................... $9.95
FALM005
Buttplate, new................ $14.95
FALM073
Carry handle.................. $12.00
FALM044
Charge lever assembly.... $12.00
FALM057
Ejector block.................. $20.00
FALM020
Firing pin....................... $10.00
FAL243
Gas piston spring, new
........................................ $4.95,
3 for............................... $11.95
FALM054
Hinge pin........................ $10.00
FALM068
Mag catch &spring
...................................... $12.00
FALB023
New Belgian FAL butt
swivel................................ $9.95
FALB020
New Original Pebblegrain
Stock.............................. $24.95
FAL210
Original Israeli (Marked)
FAL Lower (Stripped)
.............................. $125.00 ea
FALM029
Top cover........................ $12.00
FAL299
Stock swivel assy w/
screws............................... $9.95
Please go to our websites for virtually all other
Metric FAL parts
FALB023

M3/M3A1GREASE GUN PARTS & ACCESSORIES

GG056 M3 Grease Gun 3-Cell Magazine Pouch
................................................................... $16.95
GG041 M3 Grease Gun 30rd Magazine........ $39.95
GG019 M3 Grease Gun Bolt Original Unissued
................................................................... $74.95
GG025 M3 Grease Gun Support Kit............. $19.95
GG052 M3/M3A1 Grease Gun Driving Spring
................................................................... $12.95
GG040 M3/M3A1 Grease Gun Extractor Tool
......................................................................$6.50

GG008 M3/M3A1 Grease Gun Mag catch spring
......................................................................$2.00
GG057 M3/M3A1 Grease Gun Mag loader......$7.95
GG060 M3/M3A1 Grease Gun Mag cap..........$0.40
GG063 M3/M3A1 Grease Gun Sling Leather, New
................................................................... $12.50
GG011 M3/M3A1 Grease Gun Trigger Guard
......................................................................$9.95
GG069 U.S. Army Grease Gun Case, WW2.. $28.95
GG070 U.S.M.C. Grease Gun Case, WW2.... $28.95

U.S. MILITARY FLECHETTES, 1”

Used through the ages to destabilize columns of Infantry, our Govt. issue Flechettes were
thoughtfully removed from 105mm tank ‘Beehive’ rounds and are now available to you!
@25mm long, these and similar sized Flechettes were used through the U.S. involvement in
the Vietnam War in Artillery, Tank, and 12 Ga. shotgun rounds. Shotgun rounds usually
stabilized them with a metal disc and rounds held 10-20 Flechettes. Preferred as much as 00
buckshot by GIs!. Vietnam era. Tankers loved them for ‘Backscratch’ missions. Sold as relics.
2 ounce pack (@100 flechettes)....................................................................... $4.95 MISC288
Save BIG when you buy a pound!
1 pound of Flechettes.................................................................................. $24.95 MISC307
Also available, U.S. Flechette Spindles (Set of 3) Only.......................................... $5.95/set,
or buy 3 Sets for.......................................................................................... $15.00 MISC725

See our
website for
more info!

MG34/M42
JUST IN!! MG-34 WALNUT WOOD STOCK
Perfect replacement for your worn or
cracked German MG34 wood stock.
Newly machined with the proper
contours, this walnut stock is ready
to fit on your components, or perfect
for that project gun that you’ve been
planning.............. $75.00 MG34108

MP40 MAG
LOADER

$23.95 MP4004

Sarco has new in the wrap, original military issue, DM-1, 250 rd. length metal non-disintegrating
belts. Sarco got a great deal and can pass the savings onto you! This is a favorite size because
many customers cut the belts down to create multiple belt sizes that are best for them, their range
use, and carrying capacity. Strong, easy to load and unload, these belts will last a long time with
minimum care! These belts were previously $49.95! Now only...................................$14.95 each
or 5 for................................................................................................................ $59.95 MG42032
See our website for ordering instructions on high capacity feeding devices –
Check your local laws, too.
250 rd length, .308 caliber

MG34 ANTI AIRCRAFT SPIDER SIGHTS...........................................$38.00 MG34102
MG34 BARRELS, brand new Israeli 8x57mm. The best MG34 barrels!
Were $149.50 - BIG SALE!....................................... $95.00 MG34002 While they last!
MG34 BASKET MAGS..........................................................................$35.00 MG34014
MG34 BELTS, 50 rd belts - Exc cond.............................$5.95, 10 for $49.50 MG34075
MG34 BRASS OIL CANS, Brand new..............................$9.95, 3 for $24.95 MG34107
MG34 FIRING PINS, Exc cond, original military ready for installation
................................................................................ $20.00 ea, 3 for $49.95 MG34041
MG34 STARTER TABS................................... $4.95 MG34011 Not for sale in New Jersey
--------------------------------------------MG42 BARREL CARRIERS Again not available for a long time. VG condition. Single barrel
carrier............................................................................ $39.95, 3 for $99.95 MG42021
MG42 ANTI AIRCRAFT SPIDER SIGHTS...........................................$35.00 MG42029
MG42 SLING, beautiful repro, complete..................................................$19.95 SLNG083

Stock
Stripped Bolt
Rear handguard
Recoil spring
Trigger housing

See our
website for M60
7.62mm LINKS

BRITISH COMBINED
OPERATIONS HELMET
DECAL
$2.50
DECAL21

$2.50
DECAL19

6TH AUSTRALIAN
DIVISION HELMET
DECAL
$2.50
DECAL22

6TH ARMORED
DIVISION
HELMET
DECAL
$2.50
DECAL20

BRITISH BEACH
GROUP HELMET
DECAL $2.50
DECAL23
BRITISH SOUTHEAST
COMMAND
HELMET DECAL
$2.50 DECAL24

ITALIAN
FASCIST FLAG
Cotton, 3x5 foot
SALE! $18.95
FLAG26

JAPANESE
NATIONAL FLAG
3x5 foot, cotton.
SALE!!! $14.95
FLAG18

Sarco has
unit patches
of three of the
best known
Mercenary
units : 5, 6,
and 10 Commando designates which includes the renown
mercenary leader, ‘Mad’ Mike Hoare’s
personal unit. See our website for
more info! New..... $15.95 MISC848

Operating rod
Magazine catch
Recoil spring guide
Safety spring
Front cartridge guide

Magazine
Bolt hold open with pin
& spring

!! NOTE !!
THE BM59 PRODUCTION
HAS BEEN STOPPED AND
ALL KITS DISPOSED OF —
THIS MAY BE YOUR LAST
CHANCE TO GRAB A BM59
KIT TO BUILD OR STASH!!!

New in the wrap Italian BM59 wood stock
& handguard set ready to install on your
existing gun or new build! Really nice finish.
Original Italian military production
.................... $65.00 $85.00 BM59037

BM59E
RIFLE PARTS SET
These are all of the parts except the receiver for
the early model 7.62mm Italian BM59SL rifle.
This rifle is essentially a standard M1 Garand
semi-automatic that has been modified to use
20 rd. BM59 magazines, and has been chambered for 7.62mm Nato ammunition. It retains
the well proven Garand sights, trigger mechanism and gas system, while doing away with
the 8 round Garand clip in favor of a 20 round
detachable box magazine. These parts sets can
be assembled on an M1 Garand receiver which will require a few
modifications to accept the new feed system. Parts are in very
good condition, bores are nice. These kits come with an original
barrel and magazine.

JAPANESE
RISING SUN FLAG
Cotton, 3x5 foot
$18.00 FLAG12

GETTING LOW!!

.............................................................................................$395.00,

SEE OUR WEBSITE FOR A
FULL LINE OF STEN PARTS

See our website for complete list of M60
parts & accessories

BRITISH ALLIED HELMET DECALS, WATER TRANSFER TYPE

$2.50
DECAL18

FAMED CONGO MERCENARY UNIT
SHOULDER PATCHES

BM59E BASIC BUILDER KIT WITH ORIGINAL
BARREL...................................... $270.00, 3 for $780.00 BM59030

Original, U.S. G.I. $10.50 BAR027

BRITISH WESTERN
COMMAND HELMET
DECAL

www.sarcoinc.com
Set of all 3 Mercenary Patches

This kit includes all the
GETTING LOW!!
unique BM59 parts minus
the barrel – all other parts
are interchangeable with
Garand. This allows you
to get your basic kit at an
affordable price and you
can acquire the Garand type
parts by shopping or trading
around but this will let you
get your kit stashed.Included are all the parts that are unique to the BM59
............................................................... $195.00, 3 for $555.00 BM59033

STEN LOOP STOCK

Original. Used, good
condition $45.00 STN117

Cash or trade for your transferable machine guns –
only legal guns – call MG Dave. We’re buying!! Form 5
(unserviceable) guns acceptable.

BRITISH 2ND
DIVISION
HELMET
DECAL

Utilized for setting up azimuth
references for Artillery and
Mortars, these are used, good
condition. Uses 2 D cell batteries to operate (not included)
................ $18.95 MCAN028

BM59E BASIC BUILDER KIT WITHOUT BARREL

BAR COMBO WRENCH
(COMBO TOOL)

Exc cond
$195.00
BAR020
Only 6
Available!
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U.S. M14 AIMING LIGHT

BM-59 STOCK & HANDGUARD SET

FOR MG42 , MG3, & H&K21 MACHINE GUNS

1918A2
BAR
COMPLETE
G.I. BIPOD

See our website for a full listing of machine gun parts. If
you don't find what you need,
call or email us. We'll sort
through the warehouses and
see if we can find it!

STEN SMG

BRITISH STEN MK 2, 3, & 5 SMG
PARATROOPER CASE

New made canvas carry case
with central handle, main
pouch for gun with stock detached, 4 magazine pouches
and a mag loader pouch. OD
/ canvas
............................................................... $34.00 STN127

STEN GUN ACCESSORY PACK
Three piece set of some of the
important items issued with the
gun during WW2. Set includes
an original magazine clip on
loading tool, Sten sling and a
reprint of the 1942 British
military Soldier’s manual
......................$19.95 STN113

STEN MK2 & MK3
COMMANDO
WW2 STEN GUN CHEST BANDOLIER
GRIP
Canvas 7 cell/pouch
$17.50
STN107
SPECIAL SALE !!

Sten Gun Magazines –
These are not the
mags that are
wired to reduce
capacity nor are
these the Grade
2 magazines sold
elsewhere cheaper
......$11.95 ea,
3 for..... $29.95
STN007

carrier for the 32rd
Sten SMG magazines.
A favorite of paratroops and anyone
in assault units. New
made/ khaki/ and
rugged for hard use!
Also great for rolling
up your stored magazines safely when not in use
...................................................... $34.95 STN118

STEN GUN MK2 BARREL
7-3/4", Brand new in
the white
.........$74.95 STN029

STEN GUN MK3 BARREL

Brand New in the white .............. $53.00 $74.95 STN108

3 for $1095.00 BM59002

STEN MK2 & MK5 VERTICAL
FOREGRIP Back In Stock!
Sten Mk2 & Mk5 Wood
foregrip adds great stability
to this SMG. Originally best
known for its use with British Para units, it has been
refined with fluted finger
grooves for increased grip
control........$34.00 STN119

AUSTEN / STEN SMG BARREL
COLLAR WITH SLING SWIVEL
See our website!

STEN GUN ‘COMMANDO GRIPS’
FOR STEN MK5 SMGs
Steel grips as used in
WW2 to make the Sten
MK5 SMG even shorter
for close in fighting and
Para operations. Easily
attaches in seconds by sliding the
stock off of the receiver and sliding
the grip in place to be locked in by
the buffer cup. Very limited quantity
............................. $24.95 STN111

SLNG109 Sten Sling...................... $9.95
STN114 Sten WW2 Box Mag Loader
....................................$22.95
BAY246 Sten MK2 Bayonet
....................................$34.95
STN019 Sten Clip-On Mag Loader
...................................... $9.95

STEN BOLT
STRIPPED

$30.00 STN009

50 Hilton Street, Easton PA 18042
610.250.3960 Fax: 610.438.2548

www.sarcoinc.com

RHODESIAN ORIGINAL PRINT MATERIAL (1 METER)
1970s Rhodesian Camouflage Pattern Material
Famous grass pattern African Bush camouflage utilized by the Rhodesian Army and almost adopted by the U.S.M.C. ! Still extremely effective
in the age of digital patterns, this grass pattern is natural and excellent
at blurring flora & fauna at a distance. Sold by the Meter (@40”)in
length. Actual width measurement on this is 58 Inches. Continuous
uncut lengths can be sold as long as the material lasts. Very Limited.
New.......................................$23.00 per meter in length MISC894

USMC WWII CAMOUFLAGE MATERIAL (1 METER)

WW2 USMC Camouflage ( Reversible ‘Frog’ Pattern ) Material
(Famous for use in WW2 Pacific, Korea, and the French Foreign Legion in
Indochina) Hard to find, but Sarco has a limited roll of this material that is
perfect for making repairs to your USMC WW2 items, creating new clothing,
tents, backpacks, pouches , etc. Sold by the Meter. Actual size per meter
runs @ 40"x 60", and longer continuous lengths can be purchased by the meter. Heavy herringbone pattern printed with jungle green on one side and beach/desert pattern on opposite
side. Very Limited...................................................................... $29.95 Per meter MISC885

DIGITAL WINTER CAMOUFLAGE CLOTH

Very effective winter camouflage fabric sold by the meter to
make blinds, clothing, uniforms, car seat covers, car covers,
tents etc. This digital blend works well in snow or partial
snow environments. Sold by the meter in length (enter how
many meters in quantity). Actual size per meter is @39.37"
by 59". Can be purchased in a continuous running length
............................................. $20.00 / a meter MISC686

‘WALK’N DEAD’ LEATHER SHOTGUN SCABBARD

Best friend for
a home defense
shotgun and
versatile enough
to be positioned
on your hip, cross
chest, back, or backpack for expedited ‘draw
on intruders’, zombies, or angry Wolverines!
Heavy duty brown leather with three detachable heavy duty leather straps with brass
hardware allows for numerous fitting methods. Depth of
scabbard is 17.5" and works with most single or double barrel
‘riot’ shotguns where a pistol grip is utilized. Also excellent as
a Bow & Arrow Quiver!................................. $49.95 HOL188

Staple of the French Indochina War and inspired from the Model 1948 Foreign Legion shirt of the Paratroops,
this Short Sleeve version is ideal for casual wear with shorts or pants and is rugged enough for the combat
extremes. Features leather shoulder reinforcements, two capacious breast pockets w/ grommet drain holes,
2 hidden side pockets of which one is zippered and one buttoned, which will concealed carry with small to
medium frame pistols, vented underarms, cinching mid waist straps on the inside and two low slash pockets.
The material is nice and comfortable (probably a cotton/poly blend) and doesn't appear to shrink at all after
washing. Each side of the hem has a 2 inch cut for ease of movement and flexibility. Perfect for fall weather
or the tropics. Over time, this shirt will fade into a lighter olive color and the leather shoulders will take on a
rustic weathered look. Looks great with Blue Jeans ! The only alternative to this model shirt on the market is
priced more than twice the price! Sizes available: Medium, Large, XL, 2XL
Very Limited Supply.............................................................................................................. $64.95 MISC754

JUNGLE GRASS PATTERN
‘ATAFREX’
BUTTON
DOWN
SHIRTS
$33.95
MISC526

MLE-49 FRENCH INDOCHINA & ALGERIA BUSH HAT
Mle-49 ‘Le Chapeau de Brousse’ Famous and very hard to find, French ‘bush
hat’ as used by the French Foreign Legion during their conflicts in Vietnam
and Algerian theaters of operation. We have a small number of new manufactured Mle-49 hats in the almost impossible to find size of U.S. size 7-1/2"
(Large)!!! We also have some in 7-1/4", 7-5/8". There are faithfully made in
a heavy khaki cotton with traditional batting in the brim (not cardboard!).
Please specify size: 7-1/4", 7-1/2" (Large), 7-5/8"
...........................................................................................................................$29.95 each MISC431

USGI M-1956 SLEEPING BAG STRAP ASSEMBLY
(Used for more than just Sleeping
Bags! Routinely used to carry Mortar
& Bazooka rounds and Law Rocket
Launchers) Utilized with the M1956
H Harness, this strap assy. allowed
you to position your sleeping bag &
liner high on the back above the ‘butt
pack’. Also routinely used in Vietnam,
to carry large ordnance, especially 4
LAW Rocket Launchers on your back. Original, used, in very
good condition. Strap assembly only......... $12.50 MISC959

Rugged Olive Drab short sleeve shirt for combat duty with
breast pocket and two large Map pockets inset under the
chest. Officers and NCOs loved these shirts and they fade
wonderfully and take abuse of the rugged outdoors. Newly
manufactured and made with USMC embossed buttons like
the original shirts......................................$49.00 MISC868
Sizes available: medium, Large, XL, 2XL, 3XL Rare as ‘hens
teeth’ these days, this might be your one chance to obtain
one. Very limited.

Cotton Herringbone pattern shorts with the WW2 camouflage pattern made famous by
the U.S. Marines, U.S. Army, & French Foreign Legion in the Asian theater from WW2
thru Vietnam. These shorts are rugged, feature two slash front and rear pockets, 2
cargo pockets and a cell phone pocket able to handle capacity - ‘up to’ a large ‘iPhone
6 S ! Comfortable and with a 5” inseam, allows your front leg Quad muscles to be
unrestricted. Sizes Small, Med.,Large, XL,2XL. Available in Green ‘Frog’ Camo or ‘Beach
Khaki’ ‘Frog’ Camo.
USMC Camo GREEN Shorts CAMO
..........................................................................................................................................$34.95 MISC898-GR
USMC Camo KHAKI Shorts CAMO......................................................................................$34.95 MISC898-KH

$16.95
MISC734

Winter is upon us
and you will be
very happy to have
these mitten shells
for your hands!
Very well made and
for use in the German Army. The palm
sections are made of soft Calf leather
stitched well against a canvas backing.
Work well as just covers for your hands or
used with gloves or mittens for shooting.
New GI, at a great price!.. $6.00 MISC293

USMC HERRINGBONE KOREAN WAR ERA SHORT
SLEEVE UTILITY SHIRT

USMC ‘FROG/DUCK HUNTER’ PATTERN CAMOUFLAGE SHORTS

RHODESIAN
STYLE GRASS
PATTERN BERET

GERMAN
TRIGGER
FINGER
SHELLS

RHODESIAN STYLE GRASS PATTERN
BERET
Poly/cotton beret with
leather band and tightening straps. Right now we
have some of each size
shown. 7-1/4", 7-1/2",
7-5/8", 7-3/4"
........... $16.95 MISC734

60MM MORTAR
M1 BASE PLATE
USGI, New in the wrap

M4 60MM
MORTAR SIGHT, U.S.
$175.00 MISC604

Superb padded pistol case by Allen Co., holds at
least one medium framed pistol with 5" barrel or
several smaller compact pistols, and there are
two compartments for extra magazines, shooting
glasses, cleaning gear etc. Main compartment is
roughly 10" x 7.25".
New...........$12.95 MISC886

JUST IN !!

HARD HANDGUN CASE
New hard case for pistols with up to
6” barrels is foam padded and tabbed
for padlocks. Will hold multiple small
or compact pistols too. (locks not
included)..............$12.00 MISC887

NAVY DUFFLE BAG

New black heavy duty duffle is
larger than military bags. With a
closed length of 42" and sides of
15 inches square, you will be able
to haul a lot of material. Heavy
duty duck cotton canvas. Reinforced center handle. Black................. $22.00 MISC740

BLACK CANVAS DUFFLE
SHOULDER BAGS

Black tank top shirt is close fitting and snug
against the body. It holds most Small to Medium frame semi-auto pistols snug against
the left side of the body for right hand draw.
Convenience that lets you do away with
concealed carry holsters tucked or untucked
on the waist. Great to use as a regular tank
top shirt too, and goes perfectly with our
ATAFREX uniforms...........$18.00 MISC651

DON’T TREAD ON ME PATCHES

U.S. ‘WHEELBARROW’ TRIPOD FOR THE M40
SERIES 106MM RECOILLESS RIFLE – 1 ONLY!
SEE OUR WEBSITE!

A very ‘American way’ to express your disdain for injustice and the over bearing and
myopic outlook of misfits trying to dismantle
the freedoms that we hold dear. Available in three colors. Machine embroidered.
3-1/8"x2", New.........................$3.50 each
or 3 pieces for.................................... $8.50
Yellow Don’t Tread on Me Patch #MISC911-Y
Green Don’t Tread on Me Patch #MISC911-G
Black Don’t Tread on Me Patch #MISC911-B

New
Item!

America’s ‘finest’ answer the call to
defend those in need and what better motif to personify this, than the
American Shield with Star and Chinese Nationalist Sun. A time when
the odds were stacked against
the free Chinese by the Japanese
juggernaut, and Americans came
forward to fight for the ‘underdog’
and win! Replicated emblem from
an original with a slightly faded ‘off
‘ White, Royal blue, and Maroon
leather compilation of sewn pieces
like the original. Perfect for decoration or applying to leather flight
jackets. 8" high by 7" across like
the original........ $24.00 MISC908

ATAFREX
Black Tank Top
Holster Shirt

$149.50 MNT094

ORIGINAL CETME RIFLE PARTS - SEE OUR WEBSITE !!

PADDED PISTOL CASE / 3 POCKET / CUSHIONED
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FRENCH FOREIGN LEGION PARATROOP SHIRT

U.S. WW2 M19 60MM MORTAR
(non firing)

U.S. Marine Raider
and Army Airborne
units benefited from
this lightweight mortar
rushed into action in
1942 which saw use
in Europe and Pacific
theaters and from Korea through
Vietnam. Our non- firing mortar uses
the original baseplate and M15 sight
assembly blended with our new made
tube. Never offered before in the U.S.!
Mortar only SALE!
....... $325.00 $395.00 MISC397

When is a spade not just a spade?
When it’s a Mortar too! Sarco has the ‘Kamabee Keep’ rework of the coolest mortar design
in the history of warfare. Innovative Russian designers took the concept of the standard ‘Entrenching Tool’ that every soldier wore on his belt, and elevated it to ‘Heavy Weapon Status’,
by allowing it to dig trenches & also fire 37mm Mortar Rounds! Designed in the late 1930s
and fielded against Finland in late 1939/40 in the Russo Finn War, and throughout WW2
along the Russian Front.
COMPETITION SALE !! TAKE 25% OFF listed price on any of the 5 items below!!
37mm Spade Mortar Assembly............................................................ $175.00 MISC458
Belt Carrier for the Mortar.....................................................................$19.95 MISC421
Chest Bandolier w/ Mosin Pouch.............................................................$65.00 MISC429
Mortar Round, inert for display.............................................................$19.95 MISC356
Complete Set of each of the above....................................................... $279.90 MISC689

A best buy in budget related gear!
Convenient sturdy canvas bags for hauling your gear and you can’t beat the prices! Large Parachute duffle bag measures approximately 25x15x12, Small duffle
bag @20x10x10" (cylindrical w/ carrying strap), & Side carry bag is @18x12x8"
with multiple pockets and adjustable shoulder strap. Your choice!
Small Cylindrical Duffle Bag.......................................................... $15.95 BAG01
Large Parachute Duffle Bag........................................................... $24.95 BAG02
Side Carry Bag.............................................................................. $14.95 BAG03

BAG01

BAG02
BAG03

U.S. FIELD GEAR

www.Sarcoinc.com

SUPER RARE U.S. G.I. WWII MILITARY VEHICLE RADIOS - See our website for details!!

U.S. G.I. WWII Military
SCR506 Vehicle Radio
$1,200.00 RAD02

Super Rare U.S. G.I. WWII
Military SCR528 Vehicle Radio
$950.00 RAD04

U.S. G.I. WWII Military SCR508
Vehicle Radio $1,000.00 RAD03

AN/PRC 47 SHOULDER
STRAP PACK
HARNESS

WW2 U.S. MAGAZINE
SHOULDER BAG FOR
SMGS

Does not include metal
pack frame
$20.00
MISC813

M3
GREASE
GUN MAG

Holds 125 rds. of
.308 or
.30-06 belted ammo
$22.95 MISC667

THOMPSON 1928 DISPLAY GUN

Comes with steel 50rd display drum

(NON-FIRING)

(NON-FIRING) Includes sling
& 20 rd.stick mag $242.95
REP13

WW2 U.S. M1928
HAVERSACK /
BACKPACK
New made, khaki
canvas ‘haversack’
as worn by the U.S.
Soldiers of WW2.
Nicely detailed and
rugged enough
for reenactments,
regular use or display. Comes with
shoulder straps and U.S. embossed
flap $44.95 $49.95 MISC912

SALE!

REVOLVER
HALF MOON
CLIP AMMO
POUCH

M1/M1A1 OR
1928 THOMPSON

$249.95
REP01

THOMPSON 1928 DISPLAY GUN

Pouch,
3-Cell
$16.95
GG056

Overall Canvas Gun Cover
Fits M1/M1A1 or 1928 with
horizontal foregrip $34.95 TMP188

THOMPSON WWII GUN BAG

Pouch Holds
three 30rd
mags
$12.95
TMP184G

THOMPSON
5-CELL POUCH

WWII M1 GARAND RIFLE LEATHER

Scabbard Perfect repro $59.95 GRD137

w/ Embroidered Stars 3x5 foot
& will outlast most nylon ags
$34.95 FLAG55

Pack of six
M16 Rifle
Bags: for long
guns equal
in size to the
M16. Size
47" x 13"
with tear off side in the event of an
emergency. NSN 1005-802-2190.
(of course these bags are also
usable for other rifles, shotguns
and magazines too) 10 pack for
$13.95 AR252

Heavy, OD canvas. U.S. marked
$14.95 ea, 3 for $42.95 GRD115
USMC marked $14.95 GRD347

Cloth bandolier for
carrying 6rds of 40 mm
cartridges for the M79/
M203 $7.95 M79024

CANVASCOLLAPSIBLE WATER
BUCKET U.S.WW2

Holds 2 standard GI
M1911 mag. $8.75

New $24.00
MISC717

for the M1, M1A1 & M9 Bazookas
(Inert) New $39.95 MISC447

WW2 era senior field grade offcer set of leather belt w/
U.S. embossed brass buckle, double mag pouch, pistol
lanyard, and Model 1911 hip holster $58.00 HOL060

Turn back to
our p.17
for the M79
GRENADE
LAUNCHER that
JUST CAME IN !!

U.S. M1936 PISTOL BELT
New made, canvas WW2 style pistol belt with three tiers
of grommets and in a size that adjusts out to 45 inches.
U.S. marked
$16.95
MISC326

U.S. WWII PARATROOPER SIGNAL
CRICKET
Brass w/metal apper. Puts out a
distinctive clicking sound so that allied
troops could communicate to “friendlies”. U.S. embossed $7.50 MISC284

U.S. VIETNAM ERA
Mitchell Helmet
Cover - Reversible for
forests & arid landscapes. New mfr
$15.95 MISC496

U.S. PINEAPPLE
GRENADE
(inert) - Cast iron
body with inert US
GI fuse. Comes with
WW2 era, (1943)
‘overpaint Yellow’
band and O.D. green
body. No striker
assembly.
$16.50 AM026

DOUBLE GRENADE
POUCH

MODEL 1911A1
PISTOL

1911 GENERAL OFFICERS BELT SET

leather belt w/brass U.S.
buckle, double mag ammo
pouch, 1912 Cavalry
holster for the M1911 pistol and similar sized
pistols, & pistol lanyard. Specify Right or Left hand
$59.00 HOL059

M11A3 WWII DUMMY RIFLE GRENADE

M6A3 HIGH EXPLOSIVE ROCKETS

1911 .45 $4.95, 3 for $11.95 C45094
1911 GI Mag marked .45 ACP #1005-008694 MFR8R320 $10.95, 3 for $29.95 RPM155
Two 1911 .45 mags w/pouch $13.95 C45213
Four 1911 .45 mags w/2 pouches $20.95,
2/$39.95 C45310

U.S. 1912 OFFICERS
BELT SET - Rugged brown

Repro New Holds
two 15 rd mag &
slides onto the
wood stock $9.45
CRB134
(Some States may have restrictions on
ownership of INERT grenades. Check your
local & State laws)

M26 Lemon
Grenade (inert) No
striker assembly.
$11.00 AM191
Set of 2 Lemon Grenades (inert) &
Pouch. $28.95 AM192

U.S. DOUBLE MAG POUCH FOR COLT

MODEL 1911
LEATHER POUCH

M1/M2 CARBINE
STOCK MAG POUCH

Inert U.S. M26 Grenade has all the heft of
the original including some real grenade
components with a cast
iron body. We have also
added the original safety
clips which you rarely ever
see today! We can offer the
grenade alone or as a set
of 2 grenades with an M16
30rd. mag. pouch.

M1 GARAND & M1
CARBINE GRENADE
LAUNCHER SIGHT
WITH POUCH

Model 1918 WWI
canvas case. Works w/
Garand. New Mfr. 47"
$24.00 SPF392

Lanyard - Woven cotton
OD green lanyard with leather
cinch w/steel attaching hook at
41 inches long. $7.95 MISC385

w/two 15rd Magazines
Combo (& free orig U.S.
G.I. rubber dust cover)
$28.95 CRB192

Rare! $34.95 AM125 (Inert).

SPRINGFI ELD RIFLE CASE

U.S. WW2 PISTOL

Holds Four
30 Round
Mags.
Slides on to
belt. New...
$9.95 CRB090

M1 CARBINE POUCH

U.S. M26 LEMON GRENADE

$9.95 MISC062

replica. Complete with
the clip tie down
tabs $24.95
SPF146

M1/M2 CARBINE
BANANA CLIP
POUCH

M16 RIFLE BAGS

U.S. 40MM GRENADE BANDOLIER

$22.95 GRD345

1903 SPRINGFIELD O.D.
CARTRIDGE BELT Exact

Have 1
more
Barret
Sniper Rifle
remaining Call
our
showroom

U.S. FLAG in Heavy Duty Cotton

WWII PATTERN M1 GARAND
CARRYING CASE

five 20rd mags
$14.95 TMP192

Pouch WWII Orig GI New Cond. Few only. WWII
markings $14.95 GRD299

C45322

O.D. canvas. Carrying strap included. New cond.
$14.95 ea,
3 for $42.95 CRB094

with heavy professionally
tanned & stitched leather
$59.95 TMP193

M1 GARAND LINED GUN COVERS - OD & US marked

M1 GARAND
KHAKI CLEANING ROD

WWII PATTERN M1 CARBINE CARRYING CASE

WW2 THOMPSON SMG LEATHER
GUN SCABBARD New Mfr

5-CELL
THOMPSON
POUCH Holds

Holds five 30rd
Thompson mags.
Marked USMC
$24.95 TMP185

$57.95 CRB189

In good shape. Issued for use for
SCR-508, 509, 528, 538, VRC-5
radios $45.00 MISC467

U.S. G.I - 300
feet, 2 inches wide
$9.95 MISC306

50 RD DRUM
POUCH
FOR THOMPSON®

WWII M1 CARBINE LEATHER SCABBARD

WW2 U.S. SIGNAL CORPS M-62
PHANTOM ANTENNA

CAMOUFL AGE
BURLAP ROLLS

Early WWII, held the gun w/o mag.
Heavy ‘duck’ canvas w/ durable
brass zipper $30.00 TMP191
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GERMAN MP44 ASSAULT RIFLE JUMP BAG M1 CARBINE PARATROOPER M1A1
Canvas
GUN CASE
rifle case for
Rigger
attaching
design
to jump harcarried the
nesses or for
carrying the
Carbine
rifle and magazines protected from the
along with
elements. Holds one rifle up to 40 inches
2 extra clips.
long and 4 MP44 sized magazines. Green
New! $24.95 CRB212
canvas. New $34.95 MP44011

3 pocket set
that hangs on belt
$14.95 C45383

(Repro) Holds 50rd
drum mag $19.95
TMP093

THOMPSON 3
POCKET MAG

LACK of SPACE has restricted the details on many items
below. Please visit our website to see full descriptions!!

U.S. WW2 Held to the
cartridge belt using
belt hooks on the back
$12.95 MISC478

(Non-Firing, Display
Pistol) Full size
$135.95 REP12
SEE OUR WEBISTE FOR OVER 80
TYPES OF HISTORICAL HOLSTERS !!

GARAND SNIPER LEATHER CHEEKPAD

Exact repro w/proper markings $18.95, 3 for
$49.95 GRD124

WWII U.S. PINEAPPLE GRENADE
ORIGINAL CONFIGURATION
(INERT)
Long gone from
the market, Sarco
has had a limited
number of original
style Pineapple
Grenades (inert),
made up using the
original inert fuse &
ring, coupled with
the iron cast body
and long ‘Y’ stamped
grenade spoon as originally issued.
Note also, that the grenade body
is not the one from China that is
being sold all over the market with
different contours! The spoon and
original fuse alone are as scarce
as ‘hens teeth’!. While they last…
$34.95 AM026-WWII (Some States
may have restrictions on ownership
of INERT grenades. No striker
assembly. Check your local & State
laws) $34.95 AM026-WWII

1918 U.S. TRENCH KNIFE MODEL - MARK 1
‘AU LION’ New. *Sold as a
curio collector item
and without scabbard
$39.00 BAY333

U.S. BAYONETS &
FIGHTING KNIVES

Original & reproduction
edged weapns in stock.
See our website for details:
1918 Trench knife, 10"
Garand, 16" Garand, M3,
M5, M6, M7, Bolo 1910,
V42, M9, USMC OKC-3S,
Johnson Bayo, etc. Also
replacement parts for
bayonets!

*Cannot ship to CA, IL, MI, VT, MO, DE, MA, NY, NV

SLINGS

1907 WWI Model Sling (w/brass hardware and WWI date) $16.95 ea, 3 for $47.95 SLNG024
1907 Sling WWII Model (w/steel hardware and WWII date) $16.95 ea., 3 for $47.95 SLNG025
60mm Mortar Sling, U.S. WW2 style, thick canvas w/leather ends. Late Mfg $24.95 SLNG105
BAR Sling, repro $25.00 BAR008
M1 M2 Carbine Khaki Sling, New Mfg $9.95 SLNG006
SEE OUR WEBSITE FOR
M1 M2 Carbine O.D. Sling, New Mfg $7.95 SLNG005
MORE DESCRIPTIONS !!
Spring eld Ri e Leather KERR Sling, New.
Will last a life time of use $24.00 SLNG115
Thompson 1928, M1 & M1A1 WWII Khaki Sling, Current prod. - identical to original $18.95
SLNG038
Trapdoor Krag Sling $24.95 SLNG030
U.S. KRAG & 1903 Spring eld Ri e KERR sling – Long length @45" / short length @14.5". New
$22.00 SLNG104
WWII Pattern Web Sling, OD w/all proper metal fittings $9.95 SLNG057

1936 MUSETTE BAG
WW2
with over
the shoulder strap
too. New
with WW2
markings
$24.00 MISC486

USMC WW2
SUSPENDER
SET,
Original
Used /Good
condition
$30.00 MISC956

M1936
SUSPENDERS
U.S. WW2
Khaki canvas
New
$24.95
MISC718

WW2 U.S. ARMY CANVAS LEGGINGS
Available in large sizes, 3R & 4R.
New $29.95 MISC803

SARCO, INC.

G.O.D.
Union Street • P.O. Box 98 • Stirling, NJ 07980
GOOD 323
OLE’
DAYS SALE ALL OVER AGAIN & AGAIN & AGAIN!!
is a perfect place for

610.250.3960

WEBSITE: www.e-sarcoinc.com

TURN BACK THE HANDS OF TIME 40 YEARS TO THE “GOOD OLE’ DAYS” WHEN SURPLUS GUN GOODIES WERE CHEAP & PLENTIFUL. WE’VE LOADED OUR WAREHOUSE WITH
Santa Clause
MATERIAL & THERE ARE STILL GOBS OF IT IN STOCK. HERE WE OFFER YOU “GOOD OLE’ DAYS” VALUES THAT SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES. NO LIMIT that
ON QUANTITIES.
WE’LL SELL
money
you can’t
figure
ENOUGH VOLUME IN EACH ORDER TO COVER THE COST OF IN-PLANT PROCESSING. THIS MERCHANDISE IS SO G.O.D. DARN CHEAP, NO ONE CAN BELIEVE
THE PRICES!
THAT’S GOOD
OLD
DAYS (G.O.D.) SALE! JUST LOOK AT THE GOOD OLE’ DAYS PRICES AND YOU’LL BE AMAZED. LARGER ORDERS SHIPPED VIA TRUCK – WE GET YOU A 55% DISCOUNT ON
TRUCK
RATES
IN
MOST
AREAS –
out what to do with!
• M-F
Phone
& Inquiries
– 4:15pm
(EST)
PLEASE INCLUDE AMPLE SHIPPING ON ALL
ORDERSOrders
AS THESE PRICES
ARE SO CHEAP
WE 8:00am
CAN’T AFFORD
TO SUBSIDIZE
THE SHIPPING COSTS TOO! BECAUSE OF LOW PRICES AND HIGH HANDLING COSTS
ALL GOODS IN THE SALE ARE SOLD AS IS AND ARE NOT RETURNABLE. MANY NEW ITEMS NOW!!!

MANY NEWinfo@sarcoinc.com
DEALS in this list!
E-mail:
Also many prices have DROPPED!

NOTE SOME NEW ITEMS ADDED !!
Close out assortment of the famous “Janes Books”, original
prices were $200 to $400 EACH. We bought a tractor
trailer load, we will sell you 10 volumes ALL DIFFERENT
for $90.00, 2 lots for $169.00, 5 lots for $375.00,
10 lots for $650.00 GOD10. All volumes are new old stock.

Remember the Mitchell Arms guardian angel?
We’ve got all the felt covered and satin lined boxes,
we’ll also throw in an original guardian angel gold
medallion. A $20.00 value per box. GOD20
10 boxes with medallions for....................$30.00
25 boxes with medallions for....................$60.00
50 boxes with medallions for....................$90.00
100 boxes with medallions for............... $125.00
Brand New Original Shotgun Parts Special:
Good Assortment: $200.00 worth of new
Remington 11 Parts GOD22.............................. $69.95
$200.00 worth of new Remington Model 31 Parts GOD23
....................................................................... $69.95
$200.00 worth of new Stevens 520/620 Parts
GOD25............................................................. $69.95
$200.00 worth of new Win. M97 Parts GOD26.. $69.95
Super Special, All Four Lots for GOD27................... $235.00

Aircraft Recognition Cards. U.S. Military issue
deck of cards for teaching G.I.’s to identify friendly
and enemy aircraft. Most Soviet and NATO planes
and Helicopters shown. New, sealed decks. Good
item for resale at modeler’s shows, flea markets,
gun shows, etc. Reg. Price $4.95/deck, GOD28
10 decks for $15.00
25 decks
$35.00

50 decks
$55.00
100 decks $90.00
1000 decks $600.00

Commercial new rifle grip caps & spacers.
100 for $25.00, 200 for $40.00, 500 for
$75.00 GOD31
9mm Luger (Parabellum) Cal. Stripper Clips for
pistols or SMG’s with minor storage rust clean-up.
Only your imagination limits the use of these. An
unbelievable bargain, but we have a truckload of
‘em. Regular price $3.00 ea. GOD42 Steal’em away
at G.O.D. Prices: 50 for $12.50, 100 for $20.00,
500 for $90.00, 1000 for $150.00. (Thats only
.15 cents each! ) Note: Also used for 7.63 Mauser, 7.62
Russian Tokarev.

Original Remington Brand New Factory Rifle
and Shotgun Parts. Miscellaneous assortment,
steal ‘em at $200.00 worth for..$45.00 GOD43
Gamblers Delight. Send us $1,000 and we’ll
send you a full pallet box chocked full of goods.
No C.O.D.’s on this item. GOD44 May be slow to
ship due to necessary sorting. Truck shipment
or pick up. Note, 1 customer just re-ordered
one of these!

Blade Type Revolver Front Sight,
New Original. 50/$9.95, 100/$16.50
G0D46
Original Civil War musket triggers (remember
Bannermans) 10 for $12.00 $15.00, 50 for
$37.00 $50.00, 100 for $50.00 $75.00
GOD47
100 Pounds of Canvas Goods & New Military
Trousers. All military and armament
related. Gun covers, barrels covers, kit bags, tool
bags, parts bags, etc. Variety included. This has
to be worth 5 more times then what you are paying.
May be slow to ship due to necessary sorting.
Truck shipment only on orders over 199
pounds. Max. buy 200 lbs. 100# for $100.00
GOD48

Small Military cartridge pouch for belt mounting. Has internal loops for individual cartridges
& space also for extra goodies. New condition.
Regularly $5.95. G.O.D.100 for $75.00, 500
for $250.00, 1000 for $400.00 GOD51

100 Miscellaneous ‘98 Mauser Parts. Military
Issue parts from ‘98 military Mausers. Brands,
sight, buttplates, etc., GOD52
G.O.D. Price 100 parts for $45.00

908.647.3800 • Fax: 908.647.9413

Orig. G.I. New WWII M1 Garand Accessory
Pouch.Reg. $3.95. GOD56 G.O.D...........10 for
$14.95 $19.95, 50 for $37.00 $50.00,
100 for $65.00 $75.00
New G.I. 1903 Springfield parts – $100 value
GOD58 ...................$25.00 No pins or springs.
L1A1 FAL full auto safety sear – like new original G.I.
parts- $5.95 ea, 5 for $25.00, 10 for $45.00, 50
for $200.00, 100 for $300.00 ea. GOD63

Stevens pattern single barrel shotgun extractors
and hammers. New from factory fitting and finishing required. Regular $12.50 set GOD70 G.O.D.
Price 5 sets for $9.00, 10 sets for $15.00, 25
sets for $30.00, 50 sets for $40.00

90% Finished original Remington Rifle firing pin
blanks. 5 1/2” long - 10 for $8.95, 25 for $17.50,
50 for $29.95, 100 for $49.95 GOD71

Brand new Original Military from the Factory .308 7.62mm M1 Garand Stocks – buy
an investment – one time offer – 50 stocks for
$25.00 each, 100 stocks for $20.00 each
GOD77
M16 30 rd. magazine military composite belt
pouch. Reg $1.95 to $2.95 GOD79 G.O.D...100
for $50.00
M14 Take Down Tool & Cleaning Rod Handle.
Orig. G.I. new or like new cond. Regular $8.95.
GOD83 G.O.D. 10 for $50.00, 25 for $100.00,
50 for $150.00, 100 for $200.00
Overstock from an old old reprint done by Val Forgett – Original FG42 Operators Manual. List price
was $9.95 - 10 for $2.75 ea., 25 for $2.25 ea.,
50 for $1.75 ea., 100 for $1.25 ea. GOD84
Assortment of 10 firing pins for shotguns, pistols,
Springfield, Enfield, etc - all different, most are new
- value $80.00 to $120.00 GOD85 G.O.D. price...
all for 10 for $19.95 $28.50, 20 for $35.00
$49.95, 50 for $75.00 $100.00, 100 for
$125.00 $150.00
Original U.S. G.I. prisoner of war medals. Reg
up to $15.00 each. GOD87 G.O.D. price...10 for
$30.00, 25 for $62.50, 50 for $100.00, 100
for $150.00–In original G.I. box & with ribbon.

GREAT MONTH for GOD!! We have reduced
the prices on a lot of items here - And also
brought back some previous items!!
Cutest little European sling swivel
–3/4" wide. Retail $9.95 GOD91
G.O.D. price...10 for $15.00, 25 for
$25.00, 50 for $37.50, 100 for
$50.00
Original G.I. BAR auto rifle magazine dust covers.
Brand new in the box. 50 per box. Reg $2.00 each.
GOD93 G.O.D. price...100 for $40.00, 500 for
$150.00, 1000 for $200.00
12 Gage Shotgun Cleaning Kit – metal cleaning
cartridges filled w/CO2 and a fabric mop swab is shot
down the bore to expedite cleaning. Really efficient and
fun! Contains 2 cartridges and two mops per pack. One
case contains 50 packs of 2 cartridges and mops each.
Great Deal for you at 2 cases for $100.00 (200ctg), 5
cases for $225.00 (500ctg), 10 cases for $375.00
(1000ctg), or 20 cases for $500.00 (2000ctg) GOD109
A new company has these on sale for $2 each!

Browning Auto 5 Shotgun Buttstocks- Would you
believe, Originals! We bought thousands out of FN
in Belgium two decades ago. Fully inletted and
need final sanding & finish. A $75. value each! Buy
10 for only $100.00 GOD114

At these prices you won’t believe we will give further
discounts, but as a thanks for all your past business
and for guys who want to “lay it in” like we did years
ago, we will offer these further unbelievable discounts:
VOLUME DISCOUNT (THIS AD ONLY) GOD44 not
included.
$500.00 = 10%
GOD147 or any
$1000.00 = 15% $2000.00 = 20%
of the Janes
DISCOUNT IS FOR G.O.D.
MERCHANDISE ONLY!!

Books are also
not included.

INGENUITY SPECIAL !
Early original, new G.I. surplus round bolt
assist, stripped. These are new G.I. surplus, but need
tweaking to work properly so we can give ‘em away at
100 pcs for…. $50.00 $75.00 GOD149 ( sold as is
/ no returns ) Just need a guy w/time & talent!

Assortment of Leather Pistol Belts - mix of large,
medium, and small leather belts without buckles.
Width is 1-3/4" to 2". Colors in the black and brown
range. 10 pcs of belts for $20.00 $25.00, 50 pcs
of belts for $60.00 $70.00, 100 pcs of belts for
$99.00 $120.00 GOD120

Winchester Model 1892 cartridge stop spring
– most breakable part in the ’92. New – retail
$9.95. 10 for $25.00, 50 for $75.00, 100 for
$100.00 GOD122
Lot of 100 MG and/or SMG mag Shells – GDII for
various reasons (dents, rust, etc). No choice as
they come out of the pallet box – as is - You work
‘em. 100 for $100.00 GOD150
Israeli Uzi SMG magazine pouches – khaki canvas pouch holds 4-25rd. UZI mags or similar style
magazines. 100 pcs for $80.00 $100.00, Or
200 pcs for $150.00 $175.00 GOD124

SOLD OUT !!

Israeli Grenade Pouch – conveniently holds 2
standard beer cans, grenades or stun grenades.
Adjustable flaps. 100 pcs for $70.00, Or 500
pcs for $275.00 GOD125
Original new factory Smith & Wesson M&P parts.
$200.00 assortment for only $59.95 GOD128
10 misc. factory new commercial, all name brand Rifle &
Shotgun Stocks & Forends! Value of $40-$100 each. All 10
for........................................................$99.00 GOD129
M1 Garand Blank Firing Adapter – new production
to GI specs. Retail is $9.95. Bulk prices: 100 pcs for
$300.00, 500 pcs for $800.00, 1,000 pcs for
$1,250.00 GOD131

Misc lot of original Pistol & Revolver Grips. 10
pairs, all different and all usable! 10 pair for
$49.95 GOD133
Original surplus Military Trousers- Brand new.
Retail is $4.95 although we can pass a great deal
to you at 100 pair for $50.00, Or 500 pair for
$135.00 $200.00 GOD134

Original G.I. M1 Carbine Magazine Dust Covers,
regularly .50 cents each, but available here as
one box of 100 pcs for $20.00, Or 10 boxes
(1,000 pcs) for $100.00 GOD135

SOLD OUT !!

Ruger Revolver original grip screws. Found
2 big boxes – don’t even know where they
came from. Always a hot item! 100 screws for
$50.00 $65.00 GOD137

Gun Show Traders. This is a fabulous opportunity to load up your tables with those
little “Goodies” that make your show expenses.
When we did the shows years ago, this was the
“bread & butter” of our business.

40 years ago we bought a truck load of brand
new Colt parts from Colt. It’s been sleeping. Now
is the hour – buy at your level. All brand new
factory Colt parts. Our selection. GOD138 $200
worth for $75.00, $500 worth for $175.00,
$1000 worth for $250.00 That’s 75% off!

Lot of Original Mosin parts - $200 in value, Only
$49.95 for the lot! GOD156 Many critical parts
included

Original Ruger Revolver Grips – bought years
ago when the Govt. destroyed Ruger pistols.
10 pair for $29.95 GOD139

ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS

1. Due to multiple price breakdowns, fluctuating availability, shipping provisions, etc, G.O.D. items are not available to
order online. Because of the unique nature of these items, you will need to CALL, MAIL OR EMAIL your order in for
everything on the GOOD OLE’ DAY’S list. 2. Telephone orders (610) 250-3960 - accepted between the hours of 8:00
AM and 5:00 PM (EST) Monday - Friday only. 3. Please note - G.O.D. orders will take longer to fill than regular orders
so shipping time will vary. 4. No C.O.D.s 5. PA residents add 6% sales tax. 6. NJ residents add 7% sales tax.

Remington 40X Stock - Original
Remington in sound condition with some minor
blemishes and/or dents, but will clean up nicely.
Very limited! $35.00 GOD143

M1 Garand Winter Triggers - Orig G.I. in wrap.
Reg $14.95 GOD price 10 for $70.00, 25 for
$125.00 GOD144
Increase the mag capacity on your Remington
700 BDL to 6 SHOTS - For .270 - .30-06 – 7mm
mag & .264 no longer made. These have been
hidden for years.................. $14.95, 10 for
$100.00 GOD145 The famous Colyer clip
Talk about the Good Ol’ Days, we bought out
what was left at Interarms 10 or 15 years
ago. Just dug out a pile of original Intearms
embroidered patches. A piece of history soon
to be lost – 3 for $3.95, 10 for $10.00, 50
for $25.00 100 for $40.00 GOD146

WE ARE NOW SORTING OUR WAREHOUSES
200 Miscellaneous Gun Part Assortments – Lots
of different stuff – A lot of it unidentified….
Could be lots of goodies!! $95.00 GOD148

Original Winchester 94 Factory assorted commemorative stocks. Dug out of warehouse after
25 years. Gotten from Winchester in the ‘good
‘ole days” Most have fine decorative grain. Factory blems. 5 for $100.00, 10 for $175.00
GOD151
USGI Woodland camoflauge shirts, 175 pieces
– nice spread of sizes. Also, 11 pairs woodland
pants. Used, US army in good shape. Whole lotta steal at $199.00 $349.00 Size example:
1 xs, 55 sm, 87 med, 21 xl GOD153
1438 pcs availabe USGI Gas Mask Bags – worn
or faded, some blems some have damaged snaps.
MOST ARE OK. 200 pcs for $.50 $.60 each,
500 pcs for $.40 $.50 each – WHOLE LOT for
$.30 $.37 each GOD154
Would you believe… a Lot of ORIGINAL Luger
parts! Time for us to bulk down! $300+ worth
of new original Luger parts for only $70.00
GOD155
Lot of M1 Garand parts – Many new. $135 worth
for only $65.00 GOD157

!! DEAL OF THE CENTURY !!

The same JANES BOOKS we have
been selling for 10-15 years - Time
to CLOSE ’EM OUT… Make room
for all the stuff we have coming in!
We have 5000 of the 8000 books
we bought. These sold at $200 to
$400 each copy as they are printed
each year. Invaluable source of
technical data on 20 more or less
international subjects – We have
sold these as high as $89.95...
Close All 5000 Out At $1 Each = $5000.00
GOD147. No further discounts on this item. ROOM! –
ROOM! – ROOM! Will also do all or part trade if you
have something we can use at a fair price. If we
dispose of any over 5000, you get all over for free.

SOLD OUT !!

Sarco offers a onetime G3 Rifle Package
Deal containing 100 Sets of the following parts: Buttstock, Backplate, Flash
Hider, Grip Frame, Cocking Tube,
Buttplate, Forend. Denigrated con
dition, but at a denigrated price! You get
50 sets (that’s 350 pieces!) for $495.00
$995.00 GOD162 (color & variety of
furniture may vary) As is / no returns.

From the old Remington auction - .22 Steel Rifle
Trigger guards in the white. 2 screw holes front &
rear. Cheap as you can get…10 for $10.00, 5 for
$35.00, 100 for $50.00 GOD140

G3 Cocking Tubes in better condition
than those above. Tubes may have dents,
a small cut in the back end from being
cut from receivers, but these cuts will be
hidden if cleaned & reinstalled. $9.95
each GOD163

Original FAL Grenade Launcher - sold for as high
as $45.00 – GOD Price… 10 for $89.00, 20 for
$120.00 GOD141

G3 Plastic Grip Frame in very good to
excellent condition. 10 pcs For $49.95
GOD164

